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IMTRODUCTION 
iMPortance of the study 
Education Is iBoportant for success In modem society. 
Education Is fundamental to our all-rotmd development — 
material and spiritual. In the history of mankind, educa-
tion has formed a continuum and a basis for the development 
of human society. Through the development of attributes, 
values and caqpabllltles, both of Jaacntledigti and skills, 
education provides strength and resilience to people to 
respond to changing situations and enables them to contri-
bute to societal develo£»aent. 
History has established beyond dotibt the crucial role 
played by human resources In the development of nation 
and the development of human resources is the main function 
of education. According to John Dewey, "Education must be 
considered not only aa a preparation for maturity but as a 
continuous growth of mind and continual Illumination of 
llfe." 
Educatlon refines our sensitivities and perception that 
contribute to national cohesion, a scientific temper and 
independence of mind and spirit, thus furthering the process 
of national develc^ment along democratic lines. Thus the 
prosperity of a nation depends upon its education system and 
percentage of literacy. A majority of people must be literate 
for the progress and development of a nation. 
Our government has devoted a pointed attention to the 
objectives of achieving universal literacy through the mass 
movement. The crucial role of universalization of elementary 
education and removal of adult illiteracy for strengthening 
the fabric of democracy have been accepted as imperative goals, 
to be achieved. 
There is no denying the fact that India has made consi-
derable progress since independence in the field of education. 
During the last years, the number of institutions has increased 
about three fold. There has been an over-all increase in the 
enrolment at all levels of education. 
TABI£ I t Enrolment at Middle and Secondary Level 
1950-51 1982-83 
Total students 2.8 crores 11.4 crores 
(Growth rate 4.5 % per annum) 
Middle level 0.31crores 2.22 crores 
(Growth rate 6.4 96 per annvum) 
Secondary level 12.2 lakhs 94.9 lakhs 
(Growth rate 7.8 % per annian) 
Source: Challenge of Education, Ministry of Education, New Delhi/ 
1985. 
The above data clearly shows that the enrolment has In-
creased by about four times In a span of 32 years. 
TABIg-II t percentage of Literacy in India. 
Year 
Total population Male Female Total 
(millions) m <%) (*L. 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1985 
* Estimated 
Source 
361 
439 
548 
685 
739* 
24.95 
34.44 
39.45 
46.89 
55.00* 
: Handbook of Educational and 
7.93 
12.95 
18.69 
24.82 
30.00* 
16.67 
24.02 
29.45 
36.23 
38.00* 
Allied Statistics, 
Ministry of Human Resourde Development* Government 
of India, 1987. 
Table II presents the percentage of literacy for male and 
female population in India. It is clear from the above table 
that the percentage literacy was 29.95 for male and 7.93 for 
female in the year 1951. It has increased to 55.0 for male 
and 30.0 for female in the year 1985. Although the increase 
is considerable, it is not upto mark. Still a large population 
of the country is illiterate. 
The main reason of this problem seems to be the high 
rate of population growth in our country. The above table 
also shows that the total population of India was 361 million 
in 1951. It increased to 739 million in 1985, an increase of 
more than 100 % during a span of 34 years. Thus the efforts 
made to increase the percentage of literacy have been neutra-
lized by the rapid Increase in population. 
The problem of drop-out also infltaences the percentage 
of literacy adversely. The students enrolled in the schools 
at class I« do not continue their education. It has been 
estimated that out of every 100 students enrolled at class I, 
60 drop-out before they pass class V and out of rest 40, only 
23 reach class VIH(Challenge of Education, 1985). These 
drop-outs add to the mass of illiterates in the country. 
Exclusion of such a large nionber of persons frcsn the education 
system is bound to influence our national development adversely. 
The present tzrend in the growth of population reveals that 
the increase has been 24.8 % per decade for the last 20 years. 
If there is no change in the rate of growth of population and 
the rate of spread of literacy^ there would be 500 million 
illiterates in the year 2000 A.D. According to World Bank 
in that year 54% of the world's illiterate population in the 
age group 15-19 would be in India. 
The above discussion indicates that our present formal 
system of ed\ication is not sufficient to achieve the goals 
of universalizatiop of edtication. Some other alternative has 
to be searched which could be helpful for achieving the goal 
of xuiiversalization of elementary education and to cover 
as much as possible the non-enrolled and dropouts and education 
of adults particularly in the productive age of 15-36 years. 
The National Policy on Edocatlon (1986) has laid stress 
on non-£onnal education and distance education as alternatives 
to the formal education system. Before that the Indian 
Education Connlsslon (1964-66) also pointed out that, "There 
Is urgent need for developing an alternative system of 
education to the millions who are residing In the different 
comers of the countxry and whom we have not been able to reach 
through foimal education system." Open University of U.K. Is 
one such radical alternative to conventional universities. 
Distance education can help us to take education within 
the easy reach of millions of people who have not been 
fortxinate enough to receive education through formal system 
of education. The establishment of Indira Gandhi National 
Open University In 1985 Is an effective step In this direction. 
The concept of distance education has emerged as a result 
of man's search for an education which could be provided to 
a person at home. Instead of bringing students to the schools. 
It was proposed to take school to the students and hence this 
concept of distance education cas^ Into existence. According 
to Prof. Borje Holmberg, "Distance education Is the various 
foxms of study at all levels which are not under the conti-
nuous Immediate supervision of tutors present with their 
students In lecture rooms or on the same premises, but which 
nevertheless, benefit from the planning, guidance and tuition 
of a tutorial organisation.** Though different names have 
been ascribed to distance learning^ for exan^le^ Slras likes 
the name 'Correspondence Education'* Holxoberg likes the term 
'Distance Ediication' Moore believes in 'Distance teaching', 
and Independent or Hcwae Study is popular and in cc»nnon use in 
the United States, in all the cases, it is a process of 
independent study in which the learner is at a distance from 
the teacher or teaching organisation 
Distance Education and Instructional System 
Apart from the multidimensional nature of its courses, 
the uniqueness of the distance education lies in the fact 
that its learning programmes are based on interdisciplinairy 
approach and multimedia technique. The methods of instruction 
comprise correspondence courses, radio Instructions, T.V., 
viewing, use of taped education material, discussions and 
teacher-student contact programmes. 
The choice regarding the use of media for distance 
education has become more difficult to make. Educational 
technology provides a perspective to tackle the problems 
concerning distance education. It offers the means to reach 
the large numbers of remote and inaccessible areas, remove 
disparity in educational facilities available to the 
disadvantaged and promote individualized Instruction to 
learners. What is more important than the choice of media 
is the effective communication between teacher and learner. 
The whole system of distance education depends upon the quality 
of teaching programmes and the way in which these are carried 
out. 
Distance Education vs. Correspondence Education 
The media aid is not sufficiently available in India for 
purposes of imparting instructions to those undertaking study 
through correspondence courses. Radio and T.V. lessons are few 
and far between &nd all students do not get the benefit of these. 
It has to be realized that no stabject or course can be ade-
quately dealt within a single lesson or some tinits of lessons. 
The course material in the form of printed lessons does provide 
reliable help to distant learner and gives him an opportunity 
for skill development. 
According to a survey, printed material and contact pro-
grammes occupy a major role in distance teaching in our country. 
The printed book is most innovative storage and retrieval 
information system. It also suits to the economic conditions 
of country. Printed material is easy to produce, dxiplicate, 
transport and use, so it is the most popular media for distance 
education. The printed media is not only popiilar in India, 
but it is also used effectively in many developed and develop-
ing countries (Chib, 1977). The printed lessons are the main 
medium of instruction for correspondence ediacation in U.K. 
(Basu et al., 1969) • 
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Because there is no direct contact between teacher and 
learner^ there may be lack of motivation. A good correspondence 
lesson must compensate for at least a part of good teacher's 
activity. It must adopt styles which besides motivating the 
distant learner# could also fit Into the knowledge structure 
of many heterogenous students. Since the distance learner 
has to depend upon the course material provided to him, the 
lessons should be complete and costiprehenslve, without being 
cluttered with unnecessary skills. It must be self-sufficient 
and Involve the principles of effective learning. 
Correspondence Education better than formal education 
It Is believed that correspondence education Is Inferior 
and meant for second rate students. The reality however Is 
different and may be even a bit shocking. A study by 
Bahuguna (1988) has shown that on the same currlculxoro and 
In the same examination students spearing In B.A. final exa-
mination through correspondence education did better than the 
students of formal colleges of Delhi University. Superior 
performance through distance education Is not only evident 
In the overall high pass percentage« It Is also revealed 
when a micro-analysis of the results was conducted. Table III 
presents the results of this micro-analysis. 
The table indicates that not only the over all pass per-
centage through correspondence education was high, the 
TABIg I I I { C(XBparlson of Resul ts o£ Correspondence 
Education and Foxmal Education. 
Year 
Total Pass (%) First Div. Second Div" 
FB CF FB CE FB CS 
39.70 48.19 
32.31 35.06 
0.21 
0.07 
0.72 
0.24 
4.37 
3.38 
6.52 
2.18 
1983 
1984 
1985 9.85 39.86 0.11 0.00 2.90 4.98 
percentage of students who passed in first and second divisions 
is higher for the students studying through correspondence 
education than through the formal system in Delhi Colleges. The 
efficiency of correspondence education has also been revealed 
through the analysis of degree examination results of the 
universities of Meerut and Kurukshetra. Bahuguna also found 
that the students in correspondence courses belonged to far 
off places and possessed lower academic motivation as compared 
to those in the formal system of education. The quality of 
correspondence education should therefore be in^roved so that 
the students are motivated to learn through this system and 
develop a positive attitude towards this form of education. 
It has been pointed out that printed text is main raedi\ara of 
instruction in distance education. Therefore, efforts should 
be made to improve the quality of lesson en^loyed in this 
system of education. 
In ideal formal classroc^a situation, the teacher is 
available for immediate reinforcement and feedback. The main 
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draw back of a correspondence lesson Is that such a facility 
Is not available. If a procedure is developed which incorpo-
rates these facilities in a correspondence lesson« the distance 
education system is likely to be more effective. If sxach 
arrangements are inbuilt in distance education lessons, this 
system, perhe^s, would be more effective than the foxmal system 
at least on two coupts. Firstly, in a formal classroom situation 
the possibilities of individtialization of instruction are very 
rare. The student has to study at the pace at which teacher 
is proceeding and has to study the material whether he wishes 
to stiidy it or not at that moment of time. In the distance 
learning situation* given a lesson with inbuilt measures for 
reinforcement and feedback, the student will be able to study 
at his own pace and in accordance with his interest. Secondly, 
in a formal classroom situation some of introverted students 
do not interact with the teacher and get advantage of face to 
face teaching. Such students are likely to profit more with 
improved correspondence lessons, because they would interact 
with the text, which is likely to result in better learning. 
Various measures have been suggested to increase the 
efficacy of distance education lesson texts • Some corzes-
pondence lesson texts provide an overview of the lesson before 
the detailed lesson. This overview helps the students to 
link the new material in the text with the material in the 
overview which act as advanced organizers. Some texts 
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incorporate study questions which help to create motivation 
in the learner and a sense of satisfaction after the question 
has been answered and thus act as reinforcers. These texts 
also provide exercises at the end of the lesson which are 
required to be answered and mailed to the concern institution, 
where they are evaluated and returned back. This helps to 
provide feed-back to the students. 
Linear programmes based on B.F«S)cinner*s theory of 
operant conditioning seem pjromising for distance education 
lesson text« because they gradually increase in difficulty 
level and include questions of blank spaces which are to be 
answered/filled in by the student. They have inbuilt arrange-
ment ^  for example prompts for ensuring correct responses by 
the learner. This ensures reinforcement which is highly 
motivating for efficient learning. The learner interacts 
overtly with the textual material whi<di sustains interest in 
it. It is therefore, very likely that a distance education 
lesson designed on the principles of linear programming would 
be an effective lesson text. 
Short (1968) , Basu (1969) , Kulkami and Mullick (1968) , 
Saeed (1988) etc. conducted studies to investigate the effective-
ness of programmed text for distance learning situations and 
found that the achievement of the students who studied through 
prtograromed text was higher than those of who studied through 
conventional e:qposit©ry text ig distance learning situation. 
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Therefore, it is prqposed that the efficacy of scane lesson 
texts including a linear progranorae be investigated for distance 
learning. 
Studies investigating the efficiency of different teach-
ing styles including progranoned material for different types of 
learners have shown that an interaction exists between the 
teaching style and personological characteristics of learner. 
For example, it was found that low anxiety students achieved 
higher when taught through prograimaed instruction than through 
expository lesson texts. (Kapadia# 1972; Papey and others, 
1975). It was also found that introverts are more profited 
through progransned instruction as compared to conventional 
teaching method (Davis and Leith, 1967; Leith and Wisdom, 
1969). Kumar,(1980).found that low intelligence students 
achieve through a linear programme as high as the high inte-
lligence students do through branching prograinns. Therefore, 
it was considered that interaction between different distance 
education texts and learner's personalogical characteristics 
be also investigated. 
Quite a few lesson texts may be studied for their 
efficacy in distance learning situations. Similarly a variety 
of learner's personological characteristics may be employed 
for their interaction effect. It was not possible in the 
present situation to take up a study of all leason texts and 
many personalogical variables. Therefore, it was decided that 
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the present study may investigate the effectiveness of linear 
prograntmed and e::^ository texts for distance learning situation* 
The interaction betvreen these lesson styles and intelligence 
of the learners was also proposed to be investigated. 
Objectives of the Study 
In specific terms the present study seeks to answer the 
following questions: 
(1) Vihat is the relative effectivness of linear prograiomed 
and e3q>ository lesson texts for distance learning 
situations? 
(2) What is the interaction between linear programmed and 
esqpository lesson texts and learner* s intelligence? 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were formulated after the critical 
evaluation of the previous research in the area and theoretical 
considerations: 
(1) Linear programmed lesson text involves overt inter-
action# reinforcement and feed-back* therefore«,it is 
considered that it is likely to prove more effective 
than the expository lesson textJLn distance learning 
situations. 
(2) The previous researches have shown that the students 
of c«Bparatively lower intelligence profit more from 
linear programmes. It is therefore, likely that in 
distance learning situations linear programmed lesson 
texts would yield better results with stvidents of 
lower intelligence than those of higher intelligence. 
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(3) The students of comparatively higher Intelligence 
are likely to achieve better through eacpository 
lesson text than their lesser endowed counterparts. 
Procedure in outline 
Three groups o£ students of class VI (N » 125) were 
identified. They were matched on the basis of previous achieve-
ment. Previous achievement was considered to be a better 
criterion for matching than intelligence because it encompasses 
the intellectual as well as the personality variables required 
for academic success. A pre-test was administered to see if 
the students possessed all the entry level behaviour, necessary 
£or the success in the instructional prograranes. 
The subject matter selected for instructional treatments 
was "the use of articles", A linear programme on this topic 
prepared by C.Bhattacharya, Reader in English, Regional College 
of Education, AJmer, was employed. An expository text with 
same examples and exercises was prepared by the investigator. 
One experimental group received instruction through linear 
programmed text and another e3q>erimental gro\:tp through expo-
sitory text under distance learning situations. 
The third group (control group) was taught the same 
subject matter under conventional classroom situations. Mehta's 
general Intelligence Test was administered to these three 
groiips. A post-test was also administered after the instructional 
treatment. 
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Analysis of covarlance was en^loyed to study the relation-
ship between the instructional treatment and post-test 
scores. Controlling the effects of intelligence, this tech-
nique was es^loyed because it yields post-test scores for 
different instructional treatment adjusted for the effects of 
control variables, i.e., intelligence. 
The students were also divided in high and low intelligence 
gro\;q?s. The significance of difference between the post-test 
means obtained by different groups of students was also 
acertained to investigate the effectiveness of an instructional 
programme for students of different intellectual abilities. 
Delimitations 
In view of the paucity of time and resource* the study 
has been delimited as follows: 
(1) A variety of personality and mental ability variables 
may be eniployed for studying interaction effects. The 
present study has employed only intelligence for this 
puzrpose as it was considered the most effective variable 
influencing achievement. 
(2) A variety of instructional treatment modes can be 
employed for studying interaction effects. The present 
study has employed only linear programming and expo-
sitory method of teaching for the purpose as these 
require different mental and personality variables for 
success through them. 
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(3) The present stu<^ has considered the sx±>ject matter, 
the use of articles to investigate the interaction 
effect between intelligence and two treatment modes. 
This area was selected because it was considered 
suitable for the piresent study. 
(4) A variety of statistical treatments may be employed 
to studf the interaction effects between intelligence 
emd treatment modes. They include computation of 
coefficient of correlation, partial correlation,analysis 
of variance and analysis of covariance. The present 
study has enqployed analysis of covariance for this 
purpose, specially because it helps to eliminate statis-
tically the effect of extranious variables.which might 
influence interaction. This technique also allows the 
comparison of extreme groups on any personality or 
mental ability variable so that alternative instructional 
treatment modes may be assigned for optimal achievement. 
Chapter II 
A REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES 
Distance education Is now regarded as an alternative to 
formal system of education because it is an efficient and 
economical method 6f instruction* In distance education there 
is no face to face contact between teacher and learner. The 
distant learner has to depend on the lessons sent to him. 
Printed media is being used most effectively for distance 
education. Printed material is easy to produce, duplicate, 
transport and use. It is also economical. The printed media 
is the chief medium of instruction not only in our country but 
in many developed countries (Chib, 1977)• After a number of 
surveys conducted in U.K., Basu et al. (1969) concluded that the 
printed lessons are the main media of instruction for corres-
pondence education in that country. 
In distance education, there is no direct contact between 
teacher and learner, therefore, the lessons employed therein 
must be self-sufficient and roust motivate the learner for self 
study. A lesson text based on the principles of Skinner's 
linear programming is likely to be fairly efficient for distance 
learning situation because it is based on the principles of 
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efficient learning. Therefore the present study seeks to 
investigate the effectiveness of linear programmed text for 
distance learning situation. Basu (1969) also recommends this 
lesson text for the aforementioned purposes. He writes, "many 
correspondence colleges are aware of the possibilities of 
using programmed instruction. The method seems almost made of 
order, when one considers the principles of correspondence study, 
certain similarities are evident between the two." 
Some of the similarities between the principles of progra-
mmed instruction and correspondence study are: 
(1) Both methods allow for each learner to proceed at his 
own rate. 
(2) Both methods use materials that can be studied in 
individual situation. 
(3) In both methods, learner activity is required. In 
programmed instruction, the learner is to respond at 
each step thus he is actively involved in learning. 
The exercises and self-checking in correspondence 
course also require high.levels of activity by the 
student. 
(4) In both methods there is little or no pressure to 
keep up with other students or to c<MBplete the study 
of a \init within a certain number of periods. 
(5) Both are highly structured methods of teaching. In 
developing the material for these methods the writer 
of a programme or of course has definite learning 
outcomes as objectives and the procedure that the 
student is to follow is specified quite explicitely. 
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(6) In both, there is little opportunity for degression 
for the person studying, 
(7) In both methods, the students responses are confirmed 
and knowledge of results is provided. In a typical 
programme, the student receives this knowledge of 
whether his response is right or wrong immediately 
after making the response. Many correspondence courses 
contain self-checking tests which also provide the 
student with immediate knowledge of results. These 
similarities between the principles of two methods, 
correspondence edxication and programmed instruction 
have also been supported by Basu (1969). 
The programme instruction has other advantages of immediate 
reinforcement and feedback thus provides motivation to the 
learner. By making suitable modifications in the size and 
nature of frames, programme instruction can be effectively used 
for distance learning. The report of the conference of new media 
in correspondence study. University of Texas, 1962, recommended 
that "the programmed learning concepts are admirably suited to 
meet some of the fundamental problems of correspondence study 
and will ultimately make a significant contribution to corres-
pondence teaching." But it also cautioned that programmed 
learning must be used when an analysis of the teaching programme 
revealts that the programmed learning method will make the most 
efficient and effective contribution to teaching. 
A series of siorveys has been conducted to find out the 
extent of the use of programmed instructions in correspondence 
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courses. A survey of comnercial colleges which are members of 
either the Association of British Correspondence College or the 
Cleaver-Hume group reveals surprisingly that none is currently 
using programmed instruction in its courses. The Cleaver-
Hume group has however, actively considered the probability of 
using progrananed instruction. Two colleges had tried programmed 
instruction on. a limited scale and abondoned it. Their 
objections to the method were the bulkiness of programmed 
materials which increased printing, storage and postage costs, the 
cost of developing programmes both in time as well as money and 
a belief that programmed materials lack variety with the risk 
of boredom if the method were used throughout long courses. 
A survey conducted by American Correspondence colleges 
shows a little more activity, but still only one-fifth of the 
schools replying to the enquiry were using programmed instruction, 
of the twenty-three colleges that were using programmed instruc-
tion^ Over half had prepared their own programmes. Though 
there were criticisms of the method, similar to those mentioned 
above, the American colleges do report better completion rates 
and faster student progress or better .student achievement when 
they used prograianed instruction materials. 
In addition to the survey of correspondence colleges, 
further survey were made of university departments of education 
and psychology, colleges of education, technical colleges, 
professional bodies and some of the larger industrial and 
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conanercial organisations known to have an interest in pro-
grammed instruction. Only one exanqple of the use of 
programmed instruction on correspondence courses were found, 
that was at the College of Estate Management (Davidson and 
Swann« 1968) . 
A perusal of the surveys mentioned above reveals that the 
prograiDHved instruction text has been used in American insti-
tions and results have been fairly encouraging. They report 
better school achievement and faster student progress through 
lessons based on linear programmes. The surveys conducted in 
U.K. shows that the lessons based on this technique have not 
been employed because of the high cost of developing lessons 
based on Skinner's techniques. The cost involved should not 
be a deterrent in the \ise of this text if it is found to be 
more effective than others because once a lesson has been 
developed its millions of dxjqplicates can be obtained and used 
thus reducing the per capita cost to a very low level. The 
other objection to its use is the bulkyness of lessons 
employing linear programming technique consequently making 
them unsuitable for storage and transportation while cost 
should not be limiting factor vis-a-vis its efficiency, yet 
the bulkyness can be reduced considerably by using programmes 
with large sized frames as suggested by Markle (1964). 
Scxne researches have also been conducted to investigate 
the efficiency of programmed lesson texts for distance learning 
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situations. Such researches are few and far between because 
of the recent Interest evinced by the researchers in the field. 
A comparative study of the tise of programmed material in 
correspondence and class room situations by Basu, Cavanagh 
and Jopes (1968) revealed that programmed instruction when 
given through correspondence could be as effective as when 
it is given in a normal class room situation. It is parti-
cularly so when the students are motivated and fairly matxire, 
Davidson and Swann (1969) administered a linear cvun 
branching programme on 'principles of valuations' to 54 
internal students who read the programme in class room situation* 
completed the post-test and returned it to the teacher. It was 
also administered to 90 students who read the programne under 
distance situations and returned the post-test scripts. An 
a^ ttitude questionnaire was also administered to the two groups. 
It was found that both groups favoured the programmed instruc-
tion. The distance learning group achieved higher as compared 
to class-room teaching situation. 
Short (1968) using the conventional and programmed 
version of a correspondence course in a class-room situation 
with United States Navy personnel, found that students taking 
the programmed course tended to achieve more than students 
taking the conventional course, using the same materials in 
a correspondence situation no difference in achievement 
appeared between two groups. 
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In India, studies aimed at investigating the effective-
ness of programroed text for distance learning are few. Mullick# 
(1964) studied the effectiveness of progranined learning 
technique in a correspondence course situation. The sample 
consisting of 128 B.Ed, students of correspondence course of 
Delhi University was divided into eacperimental and control 
groups. The experimental group studied the material based on 
programmed style and the control group studied the material 
on conventional style. A post test was administered to the 
two groups to study the effectiveness of the two instructional 
styles. An attitude inventory was also administered to the 
both groups. The tesults showed the effectivenss of programmed 
style and a positive attitude of the students to this style of 
lesson text. 
Saeed (1988) conducted a study on the effectiveness of 
branching programme for distance learning. In this study the 
exprrimental group received instruction through branching 
style of programme on digit sxun method of testing arithmetic 
computations under distance learning situations. The control 
group was taught the same content through conventional style in 
class room situation. A post-test was administered to the 
two groups. The coR^arison of the post-test scores made by 
t-test showed that there was no significant difference between 
the achievement of two groups. 
It is well recognised that achievement is a function of 
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both learner's characteristics and treatment modes. Many 
personality and mental ability variables affect the achieve-
ment. In recent years quite a few studies have been conducted 
to investigate the interaction between different personality 
and mental ability variables and instructional modes. These 
investigations have been called as studies of i^titude 
Treatment Interaction ATI (Tobias, 1976), or Trait-treatment 
Interaction (TTI) (Berliner and Cohen* 1973). Atributes such 
as intelligence (Keisler and Stera,1970; Kapadia, 1972), 
creativity or divergent thinking ability (Bechard, Jason and 
Marwin, 1969; Tebias, 1969), anxiety (Leith, 1969) and intro-
version/extroversion (Leith and Wisdom, 1970; Greer, 1976) 
have been studied for the interaction with different treatment 
modes. 
Intelligence seems to be one of the most important variables 
for the study of Aptitute-Treatment-Interaction. The present 
investigator has selected only this variable for studying the 
interaction effects. Since studies investigating the inter-
action between intelligence and different instructional treat-
ments were not available in distance learning situations, 
therefoire the studies of interaction in conventional class-
room situations have been reported. Shah (1964), Desai (1966), 
Nagar (171) and Kapadia (1972) studied pupil's intelligence in 
relation to achievement on prograooned learning materials. 
Shah, Desai and Nagar reported that differences in intelligence 
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did not have an iotpact on achievement in the post test after 
going through learning material but Kapadia's study indicated 
that high intellectual ability did help the pupils to 
achieve better on programmed learning material. 
Bhushan (1973) attempted to study the relationship 
between different personality and mental ability variables 
including intelligence and achievement through a linear pro-
gramme. The analysis revealed that the post-test scores were 
significantly and positively correlated with intelligence. 
Singh (1977) attenqpted to study the relative effectiveness 
of three instructional methods — linear, branching and conven-
tional — for teaching arithroatic to VIII class students with 
different levels of intelligence. By computing t-values, she 
found that branching programme was specially suited for hig^ 
and medi\im intelligence gro\:5>s and the low intelligence grovqps 
benefited more by linear programme. 
Kumar (1980) also studied the interaction between intelli-
gence and style of instruction in class-rocon situation. Three 
matched groups received instruction through linear, branching 
and escposltory methods. The analysis of covariance of pftst-test 
scores showed that there is significant interaction between 
intelligence and achievement through linear as well as 
branching style of programming. The high intelligence students 
achieved higher as compared to low intelligence students 
through e^ qjository method. The linear programme seemed to be 
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better for low intelligence students in con^arison to branch-
ing style. It was also found that high as well as low 
intelligence students have secured better through linear style 
of progransning as compared to e^qpository method. 
This chapter presents a theoritical rationale for the 
use of Skinner's progranroing technique for preparing lessons 
for distance learning situations. Some of the most in^ jortant 
characteristic of face to face teaching like immediate feed-
back, reinforcement are inbuilt in linear programmed text, 
thus it seems to be tailor-made for distance learning situation. 
This view has also been supported by Basu et al. (1969) who has 
discussed the similarities between the characteristics of 
correspondence lesson and those of a linear programme. There-
fore such texts has put to use in distance learning situations 
with advantage specially in U.S.A. and U.K. 
Studies investigating the effectiveness of linear progra-
mmed texts and conventional lesson texts in distance learning 
situations although insufficient in ntunber, primarily 
because of very recent interest of researchers in the area, 
have clearly shown that this text has yield better results 
than the conventional texts. 
Evidences of interaction between intelligence and instruc-
tional treatment have been found in class-room situations. It 
may be that such an interaction also exists in distance 
learning situations. Therefore, researches conducted in 
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classrocan situations dealing with Interaction between 
learner's characteristic and instructional treatment has 
also been reported. Such studies have shown that the linear 
prograromed lesson texts may be optimally suited to students 
at particular level of Intelligence in distance learning 
situations. 
Chapter III 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Distance education Is an alternative to fozmal education 
for those who cannot, for one reason or other take advantage 
of the formal system of education. It also provides oppor-
tunity to those who do not feel adjusted In the class-room 
situations d\ie to Its rigidity and lack of Interaction between 
students and teachers. Distance education prcxnotes Indivi-
dualized learning and free expression of Ideas« which Is an 
important aspect of democratic education system. 
A distance education course material may be regarded as 
a private coosnunlcatlon between an instructor and one 
Interested pupil. information is usually conveyed by the 
written word. Whatever the materials used to convey the infor-
mation* it must provide actual teaching by itself. The 
material must embody the equivalent of a text-book# lecture 
notes« blackboard practice and assessment of the student's 
progress. A programmed text incorporates all these aspects 
of learning. 
The present study seeks to investigate the relative 
effectiveness of programmed and expository text for distance 
learning. Three matched groi:^ s of students studying In 
class VI of a local high school were selected. One of these 
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groups served as a coptrol group which was taught through 
conventional teaching In class room situations. The remaining 
two groups served as escperlnvental groups. One of the experi-
mental grovtps recleved Instruction through linear programmed 
text under distance learning situations. The other experi-
mental group received instruction through expository text 
under distance learning situations. An intelligence test 
was administered to the three groups. A post-test was also 
administered to the three groups after the instructional 
treatments. The post-test scores were compared by the help 
of t-test to study the Interaction effect of intelligence and 
instructional treatment. Analysis of covariance was employed 
to study the comparative effettlveness of linear programmed 
and e:>q>ository texts for distance learning situations. 
Criterion of Matching 
Variables like intelligence,personality and soclo-
econopic variables# previous achievement etc. Influence 
achievement, therefore, they should be controlled for depen-
dable results. Obviously it was not possible to employ all 
such variables in a study like present one. It was con-
sidered that previous achievement in the s\ibject is not only 
due to 16amer's mental ability but is also due to his 
personality, study habits, achievement motivation,etc. 
Therefore, it was considered justified that this measure,if 
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employed as a control variable would perhaps take care of 
all the variables other than those under study. The previous 
overall achievement has been einployed for this purpose in the 
present study. Desai (1966) , Khushdil (1968) , and Patel (1978) 
have also employed previous achievement as a control variable 
in their studies. Therefore, the criterion of matching the 
three groups under study on the basis of previous overall 
achievement was thought to be most appropriate in the present 
study. 
Control Variable 
The review of previous studies has shown that a variety 
of £>ersonological characteristics show significant interaction 
with instructional treatment, i.e., person high or low on a 
personological variable achieve differently when different 
instructional modes are en^loyed. It was found that inte-
lligence is a very important variable which interacts signi-
ficantly with instructional treatment, specially when the 
programmed texts are involved. Monroe (1950) while emphasiz-
ing the fact, writes: "... It is a truism to say that 
intelligence is of significance in most school situations.** 
Dhaliwal (1971) is also of the same view. He says, "Intelli-
gence is the single important factor accounting for variation, 
in academic achievement, that it plays a major role in causing 
difference among individuals regarding their academic achieve-
ment." Many investigators like Vidhu (1968), Butcher (1968), 
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Shrivastava (1969) , Jha (1970) , Sinha (1970) , Bhushan and 
Sharraa (1976), Seth (1978) etc, have obtained significant and 
positive relationship between Intelligence and achievement. 
It has been stated in preceeding paragraphs that previous 
achievement has been en^ jloyed as a criterion of matching the 
control and experimental groups. This variable encompasses 
all other variables concerned with intellect and personality 
which are lilcely to influence academic achievement. The 
present study proposes to investigate the interaction between 
intelligence and three instructional treatments — linear 
programmed text, expository text in distance learning situations 
and conventional method of teaching in classroom situations. 
It was however felt that the effect of intelligence may be 
neutralized from the post test scores. This could be done by 
partialing out the effect of intelligence but the resultant 
figure would be a coefficient of correlation. The investigator 
felt that if the means of post-test scores adjusted for the 
effect of intelligence could be obtained, they would serve 
perhaps better in estimating the relative efficiency of instru-
ctional treatment. Therefore, the Intelligence test scores 
were also anaployed in the analysis of covariance which helped 
to obtain means of post-test scores adjusted for the control 
variable. 
Instructional Treatment 
The review of researches shows that the effectiveness 
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of a variety of instructional treatments has been investigated 
for distance learning situation. They include linear progra-
mmed text (Basu, 1968) , linear-cxan-branching (Davidson and 
Swann, 1969) , branching (Saeed, 1988) » and eaqjository texts 
(Mullick, 1964), etc. The present investigation proposes to 
study the comparative effectiveness of a linear programmed 
and expository texts for distance learning situation. 
(A) Linear Programmed Text - A linear programme presents the 
s\:Q3ject matter in the small segments known as frames. Each 
frame provides a small information and a gxiestion which is 
required to be responded by the student on the basis of infor-
mation provided. There is also a provision for confirmation 
of the response. If the learner's response is correct, he gets 
reinforcanent. In the early frames of a linear programme, the 
learner is helped to give the correct response by the help of 
proBttpts which are later on gradually withdrawn from the 
succeeding frames until the learner is able to give the correct 
response without amy aid. 
A linear programme of English svibject on the topic 'The 
xise of articles' developed by C. Bhattacharya, Reader in 
English, Regional College of Education, Ajmer, was selected 
to provide instructions to one experimental group under distance 
learning situations. 
Some frames of the programme are as follows: 
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Ans t o 1: 
P a r t i c u l a r 
Ans. to 2: 
Mo 
Ans. to 3: 
Particular 
Ans. t o 4: 
Pairt icular 
the 
(1) (a) Do you want a book? 
(b) Take the book on the table. 
In the first sentence the word 'a book* do 
not refer to a particular or known book/ 
but in the second aentence the words 'the 
book' refer to a book, which is 
on the table. 
(2) Examine the three sentences:-
(a) A wolf came to stream. 
(b) A lamb also came there. 
(c) A wolf was stronger than a lamb. 
The first two sentences are correct. Is the 
tdiird sentence also correct (YES/NO) 
(3) (a) A wolf and a lamb came to stream, 
(b) A wolf was stronger than the lamb. 
In the second sentence we have used 'the» 
before 'wolf and •lamb' because we speak 
about a particular wolf and a p 
lamb already mentioned in the first 
sentence. 
(4) We do not use 'the' before any wolf or 
any lamb. But before a _______ wolf or 
lamb which has already been mentioned, 
we use . 
A complete linear programmed text booklet is given in i^pendix-A. 
(B) Bxpositojcy text - Eacpository text involves the presenta-
tion of matter in a way that helps understanding and compre-
hension easily. An expository text of subject matter with 
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similar content, examples and exercises as In linear pro-
gramme, was prepared by the investigator herself was given 
to other eaqierimental groxip under distctnce learning situations, 
The students studied this text themselves without the help of 
teacher at their homes. The whole sequence was presented in 
the form of expository text has been presented in the Appen-
dix-B. 
The similar content of linear programmed as well as of 
expository text was taught to control group under conventional 
class-room situations by the investigator herself. The 
examples, illustrations and exercises were given similar to 
those given in linear programmed and expository texts. The 
students were allowed to put (questions freely if they had 
failed to xinderstand any point. 
Achievement Tests 
(a) Pre-test - Successful learning through any instructional 
treatment requires a mastery of some entry level behaviours. 
If these behaviours are not available in the learner, the 
instructional treatment would not be effective. The subject 
matter for three instructional treatments en^ jloyed in the 
present study was 'the use of articles' which requires the 
knowledge of different types of nouns, vowels and consonents 
and understanding of simple sentences on the part of students. 
It was therefore ensured before the delievery of instructional 
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treatments that the students possessed all these entry level 
behaviours lay administering a pre-test to all the three 
groups under study. The pre-test consisted of supply type 
short answer items. The results of pre-test showed that 
students had all the pre-requisite knowledges necessary for 
successful learning. 
It should also be ensured before giving the instructional 
treatments that students do not possess any knowledge which is 
proposed for instructional treatment for obvious reasons. The 
pre-test also helped to find out whether or not the students 
under investigation possessed the knowledges which was 
proposed to be taught through the instructional treatments. 
It was found that they did not already possess such informations. 
(b) Post-test - The efficiency of an instructional treatment 
can be ascertained through the comparison of scoires obtained 
by the students studying through them. Therefore a post-
achievement test incorporating all the concepts included in 
the instructional treatment was administered after instructional 
treatment. The achievement test was available with the 
progreunme. Since the subject-matter was similar in three 
instructional treatments, the similar post-test was adminis-
tered to the three groups. The achievement test administered 
has been included in Appendix-C. 
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Intelligence Test 
Mehta's general Intelligence test was administered to 
the three groups under investigation. This test is meant to 
measure general intelligence or g-factor of the age 12-14 
years. The test consists of 60 items of following types; 
(a) liogical s e l ec t ion (b) Analogies 
(c) Best answers 
(d) Disarranged sentences 
(e) Number series 
(f) Classification 
(g) Inference 
(h) Arithmatical reasoning 
The reliability of test studied by product-moment correlation 
between scores on odd and even items for a random group is 
,S79. The reliability obtained after the application of Spear-
man-Brown formula is .930. It shows that test is quite reliable 
for the age group 12-14 years. Therefore it was administered to 
the three groups under investigation. The examples, given in 
the test booklet were explained to the students beforehand. 
They were then required to complete the test. The time limit of 
the test was fixed at 18 minutes. The scoring was done with the 
help of scoring stencil. The raw scores of intelligence test 
obtained were directly manipulated to study the interaction 
between intelligence and three instructional treatment modes. 
Statistical Treatment 
A variety of statistical technicjues have been employed 
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for investigating the interaction between learner's character-
istics and various treatment modes. They include t-tests, 
coefficient of correlation, analysis of variance and 
analysis of covariance. The coeffifient of correlation and 
analysis of variance may indicate the natuire and quantum 
of relationship between instructional treatment and post-
test scores. The previous achievement in the present study 
was controlled by matching the three groups iinder study on 
its basis. The effect of other control variable, i.e., 
intelligence,cannot be easily controlled by the above 
technique. Moreover, they do not yield adjusted means of 
post-test scores obtained by the student studying through 
different instructional treatments, which may be employed 
later on to study the relative effectiveness of instructional 
modes. Therefore, analysis of covariance was employed to 
study the relationship between post-test scores and ins-
tructional treatment, because it not only helps to control 
a variable but also yields means to post-test scores ad-
Justed on the basis of that variable. 
The researches presented in the previous chapter 
suggest that significant interaction may exist between the 
instructional treatments and scsne characteristic of the 
learner. It was thought that intelligence may be studied 
for such interaction effects as it is the important variable 
affecting academic achievement. The study of this interaction 
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is possible by studying the significance of difference 
between post-test means obtained by the students of high 
and low intelligence. The significance of difference of 
means can be studied by t-values. Therefore, this statis-
tics was also en5>loyed in the present study. 
Chapter IV 
PBESEHTM'ION AND AIIALYSIS OF DATA 
The present study proposes to investigate the efficiency 
of progranoaed instruction lesson text and expository lesson 
text for distance learning situations. Three gro\:^ 8 of 
students studying in class VI were identified. They were 
matched on the basis of previous overall achievement. Previous 
achievement has been employed as the criterion of matching 
because it encompasses the effects of all the variables which 
determine the academic achievement. Groups matched on the 
basis of previous achievement are likely to be similar when 
the ultimate criterion is achieveinent through different instru-
ctional treatments is concerned. A pre-test was administered 
to the three groups to see whether or not the students possessed 
entry level behaviours necessary for the satisfactory comple-
tion of instructional treatment and that they do not possess 
the behaviours which are proposed to be taught. The subject 
matter selected for the instructional treatments was 'the use 
of articles'. One of the three groups (control group) was 
taught through conventional teaching method under class-room 
situations.by the investigator herself. The second group 
(experimental group I) received instruction through linear 
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progranoned text under dlst&nce learning situations. The 
third group (experimental group II) received Instruction 
through ea^osltory text also under distance learning 
situations, Mehta's general intelligence test was adminis-
tered to the three groups to stvidy Instructional treatments, 
A post-test was administered to the three groups after the 
Instxnictional treatments. The post-test scoies were compared 
with the help of analysis of covarlance to study the effec-
tiveness of three Instructional treatments. The means of 
post-test scores of low and high intelligence groups receiv-
ing the instruction through three treatments, were compared 
by t-values to study the Interaction effect between intelli-
gence and instructional treatment, 
criterion of Matching - 125 students of class VI studying in 
a local high school comprised the saxnple of the study. They 
were divided into three groups on the basis of their previous 
over all achievement. The means of scores of previous achieve-
ment, standard deviation and t-values for the difference between 
the means of the previous achievement scores are presented in 
table IV, 
All the t-values are insignificant which shows that three 
groups are matched on the basis of their previous overall achie-
vement. The distribution of the previous achievement scores of 
the three gro\5>s has been shown in figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, 
which also indicate that the distribution of these scores is 
nearly similar. 
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FIG. 4 . 1 : D i s t r i b u t i o n of Previous Achievement Scores 
of Control Group. 
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ment Scores of Experimental Gro\xp I 
(Programmed LeeifTiitig) . 
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FIG. 4,3 : Distribution of Previous Achievement 
Scores of Experimental Group II 
(Bscpository Learning) . 
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Basic Ass\Maptions 
In the present study analysis of covariance has been 
employed to study the effectiveness of three instructional 
treatments after controlling the effect of intelligence. The 
t-test has been employed to study the interaction between 
intelligence and achievement through three instructional 
treatments. Conventional teaching style in class room 
situation and eacpository and programmed texts under distance 
learning situations. The legitimate use of these statistical 
techniques is based on certain basic assumptions which must 
be satisfied for dependable results. 
According to Popham (1967) , the assusaptions which must be 
satisfied for the proper interpretation of analysis of co-
variance are: 
(1) The relationship between two variables must be 
linear. 
(2) The homoscedasticity between the two variables must 
exist. 
(3) The variance in the groups must be relatively homo-
geneous# i«e.« have equal variance. 
(4) The measures must be randomly drawn. 
The two assumptions for the interpretation of the results 
of covariance are that the distributions must be linear and 
homoscedastic. These assximptions are fairly important in 
case of coefficient of correlation and linear regression, but 
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In the case of analysis of covarlance, a stringent satis-
faction of these assumptions is not needed. Popham (1967) 
also writes that for the interpretation of covariance 
results "stringent satisfaction of these is probably not 
required but the departure from them should not be too 
large," It can be argued that if the distribution of the 
two variables is normal* the relationship between them will 
also be linear. Since the stringent satisfaction of the 
as sulfation of linearity is not needed in the case of co-
variance, the normality of the distribution of the variables 
was considered sufficient for the satisfaction of the assun^-
tions of linearity. Again, homoscedasticity is also satisfied 
if the distribution are linear. Since homoscedasticity 
depends iiqpon linearity and linearity depends upon hozanality 
of the distribution, therefore, normality of the distri-
bution can be considered sufficient for the satisfaction of 
the assiiBtptions of linearity and homoscedasticity. 
Therefore, only normality of distribution considered 
sufficient to take care of the first two assumptions,namely 
linearity and homoscedasticity between two variables. Homo-
geneity of variances in the groups is an another important 
assuxnption and can be tested. 
The interpretation of t-test results also requires the 
satisfaction of the following two assniptions (Popham, 
1967) . 
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(1) The sample data mu«t be drawn randomly from the 
population. 
(2) The population from-which each sample is drawn must be 
normally distributed. 
Thus« in the final analysis, the following three assump-
tions were needed to be satisfied for the proper use of 
analysis of covariance and t-test» 
(1) The sample data roust be drawn randomly from the popu-
lation. 
(2) The population from which each sample is drawn must be 
normally distributed. 
(3) The variances in the gro\q>s must be homogeneous. 
Satisfaction of Assumptions 
Assumption 1 : Since the assignment to Instructional treat-
ment was randc^i and obseirvations were independent the assunp-
tion that measures must be randc»nly drawn satisfy in itself. 
Assuiqption 2 : The satisfai^tlon of this assun^tion rec[uires 
that the population from which each sanqple is drawn must be 
normally distributed. For this purpose, in practice it is 
usually considered satisfactory that the satnples themselves 
do not depart drastically from taormality. 
There are different techniques available to test the 
normality of distribution. The test of goodness of fit is 
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a very rlgourous test of normality and is not warranted for 
the present study. The other method consists in calculating 
the values of kurtosis and skewness which should not depart 
from normality. This is a very satisfactory test of 
normality. However, in the present stucfy one is required to 
test only that distribution does not depart drastically from 
normality. Perhaps this requirement can be taken care of by 
a simple statistics in which the ratio between the range and 
standard deviation (SP) is the main consideration and indi-
cates the drastic departure from normality. The range, means 
and standard deviation and the ratio between range and SD 
of post-test scores are presented in table V and table VI. 
The values of the ratio between range and S.D. of post-
test scores and intelligence test scores of the three groups 
range frcan 4.96 - 5.42 and 3.90 - 4.32 respectively which 
are fairly satisfactory and indicate the fact that distri-
butions do not depart drastically from normality. The 
figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 present the distribution of post-
test scores and figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4,9 present the distri-
bution of intelligence test scores of the three groups which 
also show that distribution of these scores do not depart 
drastically from normality. 
Assumption 3 i The satisfaction of thi:4 assumption requires 
that the variance in the groixps must be relatively homo-
geneous, i.e., the groups must have equal variances. Hartley's 
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FIG. 4.4 : Distribution of Post-test Scores 
of Control Group. 
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PIG. 4.8 : Distribution of Intelligence Test 
Scores of Experimental Group I 
(Programmed Learning). 
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FIG. 4.9: Distribution of Intelligence Test 
Scores of Experimental Groi:^  II 
(Expository Learning). 
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TABLE V - Range, Means, SD and Ratio between range and 
SD of p o s t - t e s t scores of the three groups. 
Experimental I Eacperiroental I I 
(Prograsomed (Expository 
learning) learning) 
Control 
Range 
Mean 
S.D. 
Ratio = Range S.D. 
26 
34.11 
5.24 
4.96 
20 
29.60 
3 .69 
5 .42 
20 
29.30 
3.78 
5.29 
TABLE VI - Range, Means, S .D. , and Ratio between Range 
and S.D, of I n t e l l i g e n c e t e s t s cores of the 
three groups. 
Experimental I 
(Programmed 
learning) 
Control Experimental II (Expository 
learning) 
Range 
Mean 
S.D, 
Ratio = Range 
29 
37.77 
7.14 
4.06 
32 
30.20 
7.38 
4.33 
32 
30.80 
8.19 
3.90 
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(1950) test was applied to test the homogeneity of varia-
nces. This test yields a constant known as P which can 
max 
be defined as the ratio of roaximura variance to minini\2m 
variance of the group under study. The significance of 
P can be checked against the table of Pj^ j^^  for various 
levels of significance. 
An inspection of P_^„ values presented in tables VII 
and VIII rare all insignificant showing that variances in all 
groups are relatively homogeneous. 
The discussions presented above show that the basic 
assunqption for the legitimate use of the analysis of cova-
riance and t-test have been satisfied, therefore, the con-
clusions based on the use of these statistical techniques are 
likely to be dependable. 
STATISTICAL TREATMENTS 
(1) Analysis of Covariance - The design of study required 
the comparison of post-test scores obtained by the three 
matched groups after receiving instructional treatments. 
It was also proposed to control the effects of intelligence 
on the post-test scores. The analysis of covariance is a 
statistical technique which satisfied this requirement. It 
yields post-test scores adjusted for the differences in 
intelligence, which can be ccaapared for estimating the 
effectiveness of different treatments. The computations 
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TABLE VII 
Homogeneity of Variance for post-test Scores 
5 
EXP.I EXP.II zz ^ I ) 
Grovqps Control (Pxograanned (Baipository max ~ — vmax; 
learning) learning) (min) 
S.D. (0-) 5.24 
Variance 
(o-)2 27.45 
3.69 
13.16 
3.89 
15.13 
2.08 
(Between Control & Eaqp.I) 
1.81 
(Between Control & Exp.II) 
1.15 
(Between Exp.I & Exp.II) 
TABLE VIII 
Homogeneity of Variances for Intelligence Test Scores 
TT 
EXP.I EXP.II 
Groxrp Control (PrograBsned (Esqpository F. 
learning) learning) max "TS o 
(max) 
(min) 
S.D.(<r) 
Variance 
(<J-)2 
7.14 
50.98 
7.38 
54.46 
8.19 
67.07 
1.06 
(Between Control & Exp.I) 
1.31 
(Between Control & Eaqp.II) 
1.23 
(Between Esqp.I & Exp. II ) 
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involved in this analysis are presented below, 
(1) Computations for control and experimental 
Group I (Programmed Learning) 
Tables IX and X present stims* means* svm of squares 
and svm of cross products of post-test and intelligence test 
scores of the control and e3q)erimental group I (Programmed 
Learning) . 
The means* sums of squares and cross products of the 
post-test scores and intelligence test scores obtained from 
experimental group I (programmed leazming) and control group 
presented in tables IX and X were employed for the calcula-
tion of sxjm of squares and cross-products in deviation form. 
The ccnoputations are presented below: 
(a) Calculation of sum of squares in deviation form for 
post-test scores -
For total sample t 
2 
= 58539 - ^^ 1^ ?^ = 1380.67 
For within the sub-groups : 
a b 
= 58539 - [ i^lSlf + ISegli J 
= 1118.82 
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TABI£ IX 
Group 
Sums and Means of Post-test Scores and intelli-
gence test scores o£ Control and Experimental I 
groiips. 
N 
POST-TEST SCORED INTELL,TEST SCORES" 
X r X 
Control 27 
Experimental O(N 
GroTjp I 
TOTAL 57 
916 33.92 
889 29.63 
1805 31.66 
1019 37.74 
905 30.16 
1924 33.75 
TABIiE X - Sums of squares and c r o s s products of c o n t r o l and 
E ^ e r i m e n t a l Group I combined. 
Scores Symbols Tota l 
P o s t - t e s t 
I n t e l l i g e n c e T e s t 
Cross product 
I Y 
I X ^ 
X XY 
58, 
68 . 
62 , 
,539 
,796 
,132 
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(b) Calculation of stun of squares in deviation form for 
intelligence test scores. 
For total saH5>le : 
» 68796 - •^'•^ y^ = 3852.56 
For within the sub-groups ; 
Ix - Xx - [ — _ _ + — _ — J 
= 3037,36 
(c) Calculation of sum of cross products in deviation 
foxm. 
For total sample : 
= 62132 . tl924^ x 1805) 
= 1205.33 
For within the sub-grotrps : 
^ (EX ) (lY ) (ZX ) iXY^) 
-xy = rXY - [ - -\^ ~-^ "^^ ^ ] 
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= 62132 - t 0 0 1 9 x 9 1 6 1 ^ (905 x 889? j 
30 
= 743.31 
The sujQSoof squares and cross products in deviation foann 
are presented In the following table. 
TABLE XI 
Sums of squares and cross products in deviation 
foxm for experimental I and Control groups 
Source X y Xx' r xy 
Total sanqple 
Within sub-
group 
1380.67 
1118.82 
3852.56 
3037.S6 
1205.33 
743.31 
The sum of squares and cross products in deviation form 
for control and experimental group I obtained from the above 
calculations were employed for the analysis of covarlance of 
post-test scores. The following table presents the analysis 
of covariance of post-test scores. The sum of squares of 
residuals were calculated by the following formula: 
2 2 IT xsr) Sum of squares of residuals = T y - y 
For total group « 1380.67 - ^^^^^g^g 
= 1003.56 
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For wi th in the s\ib-gro\jps » 1118.82 - ^ol '? 56 
- 936.91 
TABLE XII 
Analys is of Covariance of P o s t - t e s t Scores 
for Control and Escperinental Group (I) 
Source 
Tota l 
Within sub-groups 
Differe]3ce 
^ _ 66.65 _ 
Degrees of 
freedom 
55 
54 
1 
3 .84 
Res iduals sums 
of scruares 
1003.56 
936.91 
66.65 
Mean 
SQuares 
17.35 
66.65 
The c r i t e r i o n means of the p o s t - t e s t scores adjusted 
f o r the e f f e c t of i n t e l l i g e n c e were obtained by computing 
wi th in sub-gro\ips regress ion c o e f f i c i e n t by the fo l lowing 
formulas 
a a ^ xy 
a = ^ 
^ = 743.31 ^ n OA 
^ ° 3637.36 = 0-24 
The post-test means adjusted for intelligence were calculated 
by the formula: 
(adjusted) ^ group " total 
63c i 
^^ ^ ^(adjusted * ^30.16 - 33.75) x 0.24 *= - .876 
experimental) 
Adjusted pos t - t e s t mean for experimental I group: 
= 29.63 + (- .876) = 28.75 
<^ i> ^(adjusted - <3'^ -74 - 33.75) x 0.24 = .973 
control) 
Adjusted post-test mean for centrol group 
» 35.92 + .973 = 34.89 
(2) CiMiputations for Control and Experimental 
Groiap II (BxDositorv Learnino). 
Tables XIII and XIV present the s\jm, means« sums of 
squares and cross products of post-test and intelligence 
test scores of the control and experimental groxq) II (Expository 
Learning) . 
The means, stsns of squares and cross products of the post-
test scoxres and intelligence test scores obtained from experi-
mental group II (expository learning) and control group 
presented in tables XIII and XIV were employed for the 
calculation of sum of squares and cross products in deviation 
form. The computations are presented below: 
(i) Calculation of stim of square in deviation form for post-
test scores: 
£ y' = 57761 - Siml 
D / 
= 1423.04 
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TABLE XIII - Sums and means of post-test scores and intelli-
test scores of Experimental II and Control 
grovqps. 
Group N POST-TEST SCORES INTT.TEST SCORES X ZY r X 
Control 27 916 33.92 1019 37.74 
Experimen-
tal Group 30 
II 
876 29.20 926 30.87 
Total 57 1792 31.44 1945 34.12 
TABLE XIV - Sums of Squares and Cross-products of 
Control and Experimental Group II 
combined. 
Scores 
Post-test 
Intelligence test 
Cross product 
Symbols 
ZY' 
51 x2 
I »r 
Total 
57,761 
70,463 
62,680 
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For wi th in the sub-groups: 
X y 2 = 5 7 7 6 1 . 1 i 2 « l i ^ J87611 , 
« 1105.65 
( i i ) Calculat ion of sxim of squares in d e v i a t i o n fomt 
for I n t e l l i g e n c e t e s t s c o r e s . 
For Tota l Sample: 
Z x2 = 70463 . l i | ^ 
= 4094.14 
For wi th in the svib-groups: 
Z x^ = 70463 - I W •*• 30 • 
= 3422.66 
( i i i ) Calculat ion of sum of cros s products in d e v i a t i o n 
form - for t o t a l sample: 
^ xy « 62680 - | d^^S, ^x 1792? , 
= 1531.93 
For wi th in the sxib-grovqps: 
^ xy = 62680 - | <^Q^%i^  ^^^^ + ^^^%g ^^^^ j 
= 1070.28 
The sums of squares and c r o s s products in d e v i a t i o n 
form are presented in the t a b l e XV, 
6G 
TABI£ XV 
Slims of squares and cross products In devia-
tion form for Experimental II (Expository 
learning) and Control 6rox2p. 
Source zy X X X3cy 
Total sample 
Within sxib-
grotqps 
1423.04 
1105.65 
4094.14 
3422.66 
1531.93 
1070.28 
The sums of squares and cross products in deviation 
form for control and experimental II groups obtained from 
the above calculations were employed for the analysis of 
covariance of post-test scores. 
TABLE XVI 
Analysis of Covariance of Post-test Scores for 
Control and Experimental II 
(expository learning)groups 
„ _ Degree of 
^°^^«^ freedom 
Tota l 55 
Within sub-gro\:^s 54 
Di f ference 1 
Tt _ 78.86 _ rr r-'* 
^ l4.S'8 ' ^-^2 
Residuals stjms 
of scruares 
849.83 
770.97 
78 .86 
Mean 
souares 
14.28 
78.86 
The criterion means of post-test scores adjusted for the 
effect of intelligence were obtained by computing within sxjb-
group regression coefficient by the following formula: 
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r 
a = — ^ 
- 1070.28 
~ 3422.66 
= 0.31 
The post-test means adjusted for intelligence 
^(adjusted) ^ ^^group" ^ total^ ^ 
<^ ) ^(experimental)- ^ ^^-^^ " ^^'^^V x .31 = -1,01 
P o s t - t e s t mean a f t e r adjustment for experimental I I grot^p 
» 29.2 + (- 1.01) 
= 28 .19 
<i^J ^ ( c o n t r o l ) - ^^''•'* - '^-"'^ ^ - ' ^ " ^- '^ 
P o s t - t e s t means a f t e r adjustment for contro l groxip 
« 33.92 + 1.13 a 35.05 
The unadjusted and\adjusted means of the post-test 
scores of control# experimental I (programmed learning) and 
experimental II (expository learning) are presented in the 
table XVII. 
The table XVII shows that the means of post-test scores 
adj\isted for intelligence obtained by both experimental grotrps, 
i.e., those receiving instructions through progrananed leaxnaing. 
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lesson text and e^ository text In distance learning 
situations are significantly smaller than those obtained 
through conventional class rocxn methods. Thus the evidence 
does not favour the use of these techniques for distance 
learning situations at least when there is no difference 
in intelligence of students. Thus the hypothesis No.l which 
stated that linear programmed lesson text involves overt 
interaction* reinforcement and feed bacH therefore it Is 
considered that it is likely to prove more effective than the 
expository lesson text, does not hold good. 
TABI£ XVII 
Unadjusted and Adjusted Post-test Means of Control, 
Experimental I and Experimental II Groups obtained 
by analysis of covariance 
Groups 
Control 
Experimental I 
Control 
Experimental II 
Sianificance of 
post-test scores 
N 
27 
30 
27 
30 
Difference 
, of 
Unadjusted 
Means 
33.92 
29.63 
33.92 
29.20 
Between the Means ( 
high and loii intelligence 
Adj listed 
Means 
34.89 
28.75 
35.05 
28.19 
of the 
students 
An interaction between intelligence and achievement 
through different instructional treatment is likely to occur, 
which implies that the students of high and low intelligence 
may achieve differently with different instructional treatments. 
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It was ascertained by coDEtparing the means of post-test 
scores obtained by low and high intelligence students of 
the three groups of students. The t-test was employed to 
study the significance of difference between means of post-
test scores of high and low intelligence students of the 
three groups of students under study. The following table 
presents the t-values for the means of post-test scores of high 
and low intelligence students of control and experimental 
gro\:5> I (programmed learning). 
TABLE XVIII 
t-Values for the Means of P o s t - t e s t Scores of 
high and low inte l l igence students of 
Control and E3q>erimental Group I 
(programmed Learning) 
Gro\]ps HIGH INTELLIGENCE LOW INTELLIGENCE Cosl^ rtgl Experimental Qpntrol Experimental 
N 10 11 10 11 
Mean 36.60 30.18 32.30 29.36 
t-value 3.13 1.55 
It will be seen from the above table that the high 
intelligence students of the control group have obtained sig-
nificantly higher (t-value being significant even beyond .01 
level) than the experimental group I on the post-test showing 
thereby that the conventional teaching is more effective 
than the instructions through distance teaching lesson based 
on Skinner's linear programming technique. This finding could 
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well be expected because it is well known that the students 
of high intelligence prefer expository teaching method as 
compared to a linear programme where they get somewhat bored 
because of the small steps and too frequent feeback and 
reinforcement. 
The difference in the achievement of the low intelli-
gence students of control and the experimental group I (pro-
grammed learning) is insignificant showing that both the 
instructional treatments are equally effective for such 
students. Conventional method involves much more expenditure 
than the instruction throu^ distaace learning and if the 
gains are nearly equal# then for the economic reasons alone 
learning through programmed lessons in distance situations 
shotild be preferred. 
The discussion presented above shows^that the investi-
gator's hypothesis No. 2, i.e.,it)rdistance learning situations 
linear programmed lesson text would yield better results with 
students of lower intelligence than those of higher intelli-
gence, is satisfied to a fair degree. 
Table XIX presents the t-values for the mean of post-
test scores of high and low intelligence students of control 
and e^eriroental group II (B3q>ository learning) . 
The difference between the post-test achievement scored 
of high intelligence students of the control and the experimen-
tal gro\:qps receiving instruction through esqpository text in 
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TABLE XIX 
t-Vedues for the meaas of the post-test scores 
of high and low intelligence students of 
Control and Experimental Group II 
(Expository Learning) 
HIGH INTELLIGENCE" LOW INTELLtGENdE" 
uroijps 
N 
Mean 
t - v a l u e 
Control Exoeriroental 
10 11 
36,60 30.18 
2.84 
Control Exoerinental 
10 11 
32.30 27.54 
2.97 
distance learning situations is similar to one which was 
between the control and experimental group I. This is also 
sigtaificant beyond .01 level which shows that the high inte-
lligence students achieve better in face to face situations 
than in distance learning situations. 
This finding is not in conformity with the hypothesis 
No.3« i.e., the students of comparatively high intelligence 
are likely to achieve better through expositoiry leason text 
than their lesser endowed counterparts# suggested by the 
investigator on the basis of previous researches and theorl-
tical rational. The high intelligence students in the sample 
also achieved better through conventional instructions and did 
not achieve high through expository text in distance 
learning situations as is envisaged in the hypothesis No.3. 
The difference in post-test achievement of the low 
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intelligence students of the control and experimental groxjp 
II is also large and significant beyond .01 level which 
shows that students of low intelligence also prefer face to 
face teaching than distance learning through expository 
texts• 
A comparison of the conclusions arrived at after the 
analysis of the post-test scores of the three groups of 
students presented in table XVIII and table XIX shows that 
lessons based on expository texts are not suitable for 
distance learning situations but lessons based on Skinner's 
linear programming technique achieve almost similar results 
as those obtained through face to face learning situations 
which entail large expenditure. Therefore, these lesson texts 
may be adopted at least for low intelligence students. The 
study has shown futility of adoption of expository lesson 
texts for distance learning situations. This is perhaps 
due to the fact that in a programmed lesson texts the student 
gets frequent reinforcements and feedback just like in face to 
face learning situations which is essential for learning and 
unlike classroom situations, a low intelligence student can 
proceed at his own pace and can refer back to the portion 
of the course what he has already been learned to clarify any 
doiobts. This is also borne out of the table XX. 
It will be seen from the table XX that the achievement 
for the high intelligence students through two instructional 
treatments xinder distance learning situations is similar but 
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TABI£ yOi 
t-values for the means of the post-test scores 
of high and low intelligence students of 
Experimental I and Bjqperlroental II 
Groups 
HIGH INTELL. lOW INTELLT 
uroups 
N 
Mean 
t - v a l i j e 
Exp . I 
11 
3 0 . 1 8 
Bxp . I I 
11 
3 0 . 1 8 
Exp. I E3qp. I I 
11 11 
2 9 . 3 6 2 7 . 5 4 
1 . 1 8 
is less than that in class room situations. But the students 
of low intelligence has achieved a mean of 29.36 through 
programmed lesson texts and a mean of 27.54 through exposi-
tory texts,Under distance learning situations, the difference 
being insignificant showing that the students of low 
intelligence students have profited somehow little more 
through programned lesson texts than those students of low 
intelligence who received instruction through expository 
texts under distance learning situations. 
If the t-value for the difference of the means post-
test scores of two extreme groups is significant, the 
interaction is also significant. But only the significance 
of difference of the means of post-test scores is not suffi-
cient indication of assignment of students to the two ins-
tructional treatments for optimum gains. This assignment 
depends upon the crossing or otherwise of the two treatment 
lines. If the treatment lines do not cross, the interaction 
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1B called ordineJL and in this case the need for differen-
tial assignment does not arise. If the treatment lines 
cross and the means of achievement at either low or high 
level are also significantly different, the Interaction Is 
called dlsordlnal. In order to ascertain the nature of 
Interaction the graphs of treatment lines were also plotted, 
which are presented in figures 4,10 and 4,11 
These figures show that the treatment lines do not 
intersect, therefore, differential treatment cannot be pro-
vided. However, the figures do indicate that the low inte-
lligence students achieve more or less similar on the post-
test scores (the difference between the means being insig-
nificant) obtained through conventional classroom situations 
and that through programmed lessonsiin distance learning 
situations. 
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Chapter V 
SUMMARY« CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
SUMMARY 
Distance education is a flexible system of education 
which is beyond the limitations of age and time boundations. 
its main objectives are to provide an efficient and less 
expensive method of education at a higher level in context of 
the national development of India. It provides a chance on 
the part of all individuals to improve their professional, 
educational and economic status. It also provides equal oppor-
tunity, of education to all without considering the social and 
economic barriers of society. 
Though different names have been ascribed to distance 
learning as correspondence education# distance education« 
distance teaching etc., in all the cases it is a process of 
independent study in which the learner is at a distance from 
the teacher or teaching organisation. It promotes individua-
lized learning through correspondence lessons on the one hand= 
and becomes a means of mass education by the use of multi-
media instructional system. 
In distance education there is no face to face contact 
between teacher and the learner. The learner studies through 
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the lessons sent to hiro by teaching organisations. Therefore, 
the lessons must be self-sufficient and must condensate for 
at least a part of good teacher* s activity. It must motivate 
the learner for self-study and provide reinforcement, A 
linear programmed instjniction based on the principles of 
Skinner's theory of operant conditioning may be helpful in 
this regard. In this style of instruction, the learning 
content is divided into small units called frames. Each frame 
contains some information and a question which is to be 
responded by the learner. The cues or prompts are provided at 
each step for ensuring correct response by the learner which 
are gradually withdrawn from the succeeding frames. The 
learner's response is confirmed at each step which is rein-
forcing and motivating to him for further study. 
The present study seeks to investigate the effectiveness 
of linear programmed and expository texts for distance learning 
situations. The related studies conducted for this purpose 
are few and far between because of the recent interest evinced 
by the researchers in this field. The studies conducted by 
Basu (1968) , Short (1968) , Davidson and Swann (1969) , 
Mullick (1964), Saeed (1988) etc, show the effectiveness of 
programmed instruction texts for distance learning. 
Many personological and mental ability variables affect 
the achievement through different instructional treatments. 
Intelligence is one of the most important 
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affect the achievement. Therefore, it was also proposed to 
study the interaction effects between intelligence and post-
test scores obtained through different instructional treat-
ments in distance learning situations. 
Objective of the Study 
In specific terms the present study seeks to answer the 
following questionsi 
(a) VJhat is the relative effectiveness of linear programmed 
and expository lesson texts for distance learning 
situations? 
(b) What is the interaction between linear programmed 
and expository texts and learner's intelligence? 
Three groups of students of class VI were matched on the 
basis of their previous over all achievement. The previous 
achievement was selected as a criterion of matching as it 
enccxapasses the effects of all the variables which determine 
the academic achievement. All the t-values for the means of 
previous over all achievement of the three matched groups 
were found insignificant thereby showing that the distribution 
of previous achievemement scores is nearly similar for the 
three groups. »The use of-articles* was selected for three 
instructional treatments, A pre-test was administered to 
the three groups to see that whether the students possessed 
the entry level behaviours for successful learning through 
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instructional treatments and that they do not possess any 
behaviours which was proposed to be taught through the 
treatments. One of these groups (Control grovtp) was taught 
through the conventional method of teaching in classroom 
situations. The second group (experimental grovip I) received 
instruction through linear programmed text and the third 
groi^ (eaqperimental group II) ^ received instruction through 
expository text, both under distance learning situations, 
Mehta's general intelligence test was administered to study 
the interaction effects between intelligence and instructional 
treatments. A post->test was also administered to the three 
groups to study the effectiveness of the three instructional 
treatments. The post-test scores were compared by the help of 
analysis of covariance to study the effectiveness of linear 
progranmed and expository texts under distance learning 
situations. Analysis of covariance was employed for this 
purpose because it yields means of post-test scores adjusted 
for the effect of controlled variable, i.e., intelligence. 
The means of post-test scoxres of high and low intelligence 
students were con^ared and the t-test was employed to study 
the interaction effects between intelligence and three instruc-
tional treatments, 
CONCLUSIONS 
Analysis of covariance, which was employed to study the 
effectiveness of linear programmed and e3Q)OSitory texts under 
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distance learning situations* yielded means of post-test 
scores adjusted for the effects of controlled variables, 
i.e., intelligence for the three groups, which are presented 
in the following tablej 
TABLE XXI : Adjusted means of the post-test 
scores of the three groups obtained 
by analysis of covariance. 
G3?oups N Adjusted Means of post-test scores 
Control 27 34.89 
Experimental I ^Q 28 75 
(Programmed learning) 
Control 27 35,05 
Experimental II --. OQ -IA 
(Expository learning) "*" o^.i.« 
The above table shows that the adjusted post-test means 
for the two experimental groups, i.e,, those receiving ins-
truction through programmed texts and expository texts under 
distance learning situations are significantly lower than 
that of control group (those taught in conventional class 
room situations) , These xresults are not in favour of the 
investigator's hypothesis No.l# which expected the more effi-
ciency of programmed lesson texts than ea^ository texts under 
distance learning situations. This evidence does not favour 
the use of these lesson texts for distance learning situations, 
at least when there is no differentiation of students with 
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r e g a r d t o i n t e l l i g e n c e . 
The t - v a l u e s o b t a i n e d f o r t h e means of p o s t - t e s t s c o r e s 
of h igh and low i n t e l l i g e n c e s t u d e n t s of t h e t h r e e groups a r e 
p r e s e n t e d i n t h e fo l lowing t a b l e . 
TABLE XXII : t - v a l u e s f o r t h e Means of t h e p o s t - t e s t s c o r e s 
of High and Low I n t e l l i g e n c e S t u d e n t s of t h e 
t h r e e g r o u p s . 
" m r Z I P o s t - t e s t means T^ZZTZl P o s t - t e s t means 4. „ , i „ « 
Q^Q^P^ High i n t e l l i g e n c e ^-^^^-^^ low i n t e l l i g e n c e ^~^^^^^ 
C o n t r o l 36.60 32.30 
3.13 1.55 
Exper imenta l I 30 .18 29.36 
C o n t r o l 36.60 32.30 
2.84 2.97 
Experimental II 30.18 27.54 
The above table indicates that the t-value for the differenc 
between post-test means of high intelligence students of control 
and experimental I groups is significant even beyond .01 level 
thereby showing that students of high intelligence favour 
face to face teaching than instruction through linear progra-
mmed texts under distance learning situations. The students 
of low intelligence of control and experimental I group 
(programmed learning)have achieved almost similar post-test 
scores (t-value being insignificant) therefore, it may be said 
that students of low intelligence can be profited more through 
programmed lesson texts and this fact is in favour of the 
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investigator's hypothesis No,2, This is also beneficial from 
ecencnnic point of view as conventional method involves much 
more expenditure than the instruction through distance 
learning. 
The above table also shows that the t-values for the 
low as well as for high intelligence students of control and 
experimental II groups, receiving instruction through conven-
tional teaching in class room situations and expository 
texts in distance learning situations respectively, are sig-
nificant even beyond ,01 level. This significance of t-values 
is not in favour of the investigator's hypothesis No.3, which 
expected that the students of comparatively high intelligence 
are likely to achieve better through eacpository lesson texts 
than students of low intelligence under distance learning 
situations. It may be said that the students of low as well 
as high intelligence favour face to face teaching in class 
rocan situations than instruction through eacpository texts 
under distance learning situations. 
Wrcm the above discussion, we may conclude that the use 
of expository lesson texts are not fruitful in distance 
learning for high as well as low intelligence students and the 
programmed lesson texts may be adopted for low intelligence 
students perhaps due to the fact that through progranamed lesson 
texts, the student, gets frequent reinforcements and feedback 
just like in face to face teaching situations and he can also 
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proceed at his own pace unlike class room situations, where 
he has to proceed with the whole class and the teacher. 
Therefore the adoption of programmed lesson texts in distance 
situations may be appreciated. 
SUGGESTIONS 
(1) The study has shown that the students of low intelligence 
achieve nearly as much as through pix>gramraed lesson text in 
distance learning situations as achieved by such students 
through face to face conventional teaching, perhaps because in 
such a text, the student can proceed at his own pace and that 
they can refer back to the svibject matter already completed 
as and when they needed. Therefore, a programmed lesson text in 
distance learning situations is a more economical proposition 
as cc»i^ ared to expository text and may be adopted at least for 
such students. 
(2) The post-test scores obtained by the high intelligence 
students through progzcansned lesson text and also through 
expository texts in distance learning situations are almost 
similar. This may be perhaps due to small steps in a progra-
mmed text and large expository text without the provision of 
reinforcement and feedback. It may be that if larger frames 
based on Skinner's principles of programming technique with 
built-in reinforcement and feed back or Crowder's branching 
frames are employed, the high intelligenve students may profit 
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more than throucfli conventional teaching. Even if their 
achievement Is similar, then instruction through distance 
lessons texts may adopted because of lesser involvement of 
money. 
(3) The efficiency of expository texts with overviews serv-
ing as advanced organisers, study questions for constant 
reinforcement and exercises for feed back may be examined for 
distance learning situations. 
Efforts for making distance learning more effective by 
designing suitable lessons are needed to be intensified if we 
want to achieve the ideals of universalization of education 
and spread of education at the higher levels. The present 
investigator is conscious of the many short comings of the 
present study but It is being sulwnitted with the hope that it 
will motivate tother researchers in the field of take up 
projects with the objective of improving the efficiency of 
distance learning and thus contributing their might for the 
great national endeavour. 
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
Name Class 
I. Pill in the blanks with 'a* or •an* or 'the' where necessary. 
Put a cross if no article: is needed. 
1, ____^ youngest brother is at ,__^ _, school now, if you go 
to ______ school by _____ bus you can meet him there, 
2, He makes _____ toys in _____ evening, 
3, _____ man sitting on the other side of road is blind, 
4, Jack and Jill went up ____ hill to fetch ^ _^__ pail of 
water, 
5, orange grows on tree, 
6, I have _____ breakfast at eight, 
7, ^ Ganga is . biggest river of India. 
8, The crow is _____ cleaver bixd. 
9, cautious are not always ^ ____ coward, 
10. wicked flee when no one st:^ports. 
II. Tick the correct and cross the incorrect sentences. 
1. Madhu is at her studies. She is late in going to the bed, 
2. The cow gives us milk. 
3. English is the mother tongue of both the English and the 
Americans. 
4. Sky is the limit of our aspirations. 
5. The Balasore is in the Orissa* 
6. Mother, tell father to buy me a camera. 
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III. Fill in the blanks with a# an or thex 
Jacob ___ rich shepherd had twelve sons. Joseph was 
.-, . eleventh and _____ best loved among ____ sons. Jacob 
gave Joseph coat of many colours. brothers of 
Joseph hated him because their father gave him coat. 
They threw him into ___^ pit. Then they took him out of 
pit and sold him to ^ ____ merchant. merchant sold 
him to ____ king of Egypt. 
One day ^ ___ king had ____ bad dream. No one except 
Joseph could ejqplain ___ dream. bappy king made him 
_____ officer. Then there broke out famine in land, 
_____ brothers of Joseph crossed 
Joseph brought them to for com. 
cons. 
Mile and came to Bgypt 
>alace and gave them 
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BXPOSITOBY TEST 
The Definite Article 
Countable and Uncountable Nouns: 
We can count certain things. For exanqple, we say one 
dog# two dogs« three dogs« etc. One, two« three are nuaobers 
to count things, tie do not say one inil]c# two milks, three 
milks, etc. Milk is a thing which we cannot count. 
When we count things, we add numbers to them. For example, 
I have two pens. 
My sister has only one pen. In these sentences, one and 
two are ninabers to count a thing. We cannot count certain 
things. We say two pens, but do not say two butters or five 
teas. We do not add any number to a thing which we cannot 
count. 
Things which we can.^ count are *co\uitable'. The examples 
of countable things are mango, egg, pen, book, etc. These are 
countable nouns. Things which we cannot count are 'uncountable' 
The exan5>les of uncovmtable nouns (things) are milk, butter, 
gold, oil, iron, etc. 
eduntable nouns may be singular or plural. For example, 
'boy* is a singular noun, but 'boys* plural noun. 
The other examples of countable nouns are: 
Singular plural 
(One) (many) 
Boy Boys 
Girl Girls 
Egg Eggs 
Chair Chairs 
Uncountable nouns do not have any plural. For example, we 
say 'many mangoes' but do not say 'many milks'. The 'milk* has 
no plural because it is an uncountable noun. 
EXERCISE - I 
1. Tick the words which are countable: bird, sleep, man* 
dinner, ten^le, school, smoke, mutton. 
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2. Tick ( /) the correct plxiral forms: 
Singular 
(One) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Book 
Pish 
Ice 
Butter 
Ink 
Shdp 
Plural 
(many) 
Books 
Fishes 
Ices 
Butters 
Inks 
Shops 
USE OP 'A' OR 'An* 
'A' or 'An* is used to mean one. For example : 
A boy is drying in the lane. 
This sentence speaks about one boy who is unknown. Similarly: 
Sheela wants an apple. 
This sentence speaks about one apple which is not particular. 
•A' or 'An* is used with nouns in the singular (one) number. 
Only countable nouns take 'A' and *An'. 'Boy* is a countable 
noun# so we can say 'a boy* in the sense o£ 'one boy*. *A table' 
shows 'one table'. 
'A' or 'An' is used before a singular noun*. So remember:-
a) Only countable nouns take 'A' or 'An'. 
b) Only countable nouns have plurals. 
c) 'A', 'An' and 'the' are )cnown as 'Articles'. 
d) 'A' or 'An^  is \ised to refer any/one unknown person or thing. 
EXERCISE - II 
1) Write C against countable nouns and U against uncountable 
nouns: 
Mango Butter 
Milk Chair 
Ink Oil 
Pen Foreigner 
Book Sleep 
Bird Man 
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2) Fill in the blanks: 
a) Things we can count are known as . 
b) Things we cannot count are known as . 
c) Only __________ nouns take 'A' or 'An', 
d) Only __________ nouns have plural forms. 
e) 'A*, 'An' and 'the* words are called . 
f) 'A' or 'An* is used to refer , 
'Butter' and 'gold* are the examples of uncountable nouns. *A' 
or 'An* is never used before uncountable nouns. 
Examples : a) Please give roe a money. 
b) P l e a s e g ive roe a rxipee. 
c) I don ' t take a sugar . 
d) I e a t a cake. 
Only (b) and (d) are correct because these have countable nouns. 
In sentence (c), sugar is a thing which we cannot count, we refer 
to its quantity like 'fiye kilograms of sugar'. But we can count 
the number of cakes. 
It is wrong to say 'a milk* because roilk is an uncountable 
noiin. 
EXERCISE - III 
Add 'A' or 'An' where necessary. Put a cross (x) where no 
article is needed: 
handkerchief is made of piece of cloth. 
window is made of _ _ _ glass. 
ring is made of gold and ____ silver. 
orange grows on ____ tree. 
milk in the morning. 
glass of milk in the morning. 
rice only. 
plate of rice only. 
glass of coca cola with sugar in it. 
like to have orange instead of curd. 
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use of 'the' 
a) There is a horse in the garden. 
b) The horse in the garden is white. 
In (a), we speak about 'any single horse'. 
In (b), we speak about a particular horse and not any horse in 
general. 
Similarly:in the following example. 
(a) Do you want a book? 
(b) Take the book on the table. 
'A book' do not refer to a particular or known book. But 'the 
book' refers to a particular book which is on the table. 
See the following example: 
(a) A wolf and a lamb came to stream. 
(b) A wolf vast stronger than a lamb. 
The first sentence is correct but second sentence is wrong. It 
should be like this: 
'The wolf was stronger than the lainb'. 
Here, we have used 'the' before 'wolf* and 'lamb' because 
we speak about a particular wolf and a particular lamb already 
mentioned in the first sentence. In the following example: 
a) A boy and a girl are going to the fair. 
b) The girl is the boy's sister. 
We have used 'the' before the words 'boy' and 'girl* because we 
are referring to a particular girl and a particular boy already 
mentioned in the first sentence. 
So 'the' is not used to indicate any wolf or any lamb or any 
girl or any boy. It is used to indicate particular wolf and lamb 
or particular boy and girl mentioned in the first sentence. 
•The* is used to mean somebody or something particular not 
anybody or any thing in general. It is used with countable and 
uncountable nouns. See that 'a* is wrongly \ised in the following 
sentences: 
1. A milk is good for health. 
2. A tea is stimulating. 
Indefinite article 'a' or 'an' cannot be used with uncountable 
nouns like 'milk' and 'tea'. 
See the following sentences: 
1) A glass of milk is good for healths 
2) A cup of tea is stimulating after hard work. 
Here we have used 'A* before countable nouns 'cup' and 'glass*. 
•Milk' and 'tea' are uncountables but 'glass' and 'cup' are 
countable. 
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Exercise IV : 
I. Add 'a', 'an' or 'the where necessaryi-
(1) ,_^ ___ book on the shelf is an interesting one. 
(2) Let us go to club, 
(3) ____ sun r i s e s in the eas t . 
(4) . •;.: student at the back of the c lass i s doing siwns. 
(5) She i s charming g i r l . 
(6) I Tuiant to talX t o boy of t h i s c l a s s . 
(7) I want to talk to boy in the blue sh ir t . 
(8) There i s f ly in t e a . 
(9) Birds can fly in alSf, 
(10 ___ postraan wears a cap. 
(11) postman has just put ^ letter under the door. 
(12) She is untidy girl. 
(13) Write an essay on street accident. 
(14) umbrella is useless against storm. 
II. Add 'a', 'an', or 'the' where necessary. Put a 'x' where 
no article is needed. 
(1) The heat of ____^  sun dries up water. 
(2) water in the t€^ is very hot. 
(3) I am thirsty. I want glass of water. 
(4) milk is good for health. 
(5) milk of a black cow is very sweet. 
(6) thirsty crow flew to a pitcher. But water 
in the pitcher was atlow level. 
Remember : 
(a) 'a' and 'an' are indefinite articles whereas •the( is 
definite article. 
(b) 'a' or 'an' is used with countable nouns in singular 
number. 'A' or 'an' is never used with uncountable 
nouns• 
(c) 'The' is used with both countable and uncountable 
nouns, both in singular and plural of the countable 
nouns• 
Fill 
(a) 
(b) 
in the 
The wo 
•The* 
blanks: 
rds »a*, •an* 
is a 
articles. 
and •the» 
article 
are 
but »a» and 
• 
•an* 
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(d) We use *the* before a word in the sense o£ a particular 
person or thing. 
Exercise - V 
(1) Add 'a'* 'an* or 'the' where necessary. 
i) The sale of cake depends on its taste, 
ii) cake you are eating was made for the chief guest. 
iii) ____ apple is very good to eat. 
iv) Eat apple your mother is giving. 
v) Rahul wants ______ story book for the evening. 
vi) book he wants is out of print. 
(2) 
are 
•The^ is used when we speak of a person or thing already 
mentioned or referred to previously. 
(c) Add the correct word:-
_____ man and boy were going along road. 
_____ road was dusty. .____ man was pushing _____ boy 
along ____ road on _____ toy bicycle. ______ bicycle 
belonged to ______ boy's sister. 
(3) Add a/an or the where necessary:-
(a) His sister is teacher. She is ill and needs treat-
ment. He goest to _____ doctor. ____ doctor says it is 
______ hopless case. 
(b) _____ man who sits on _____ donkey is _____ fool. 
(c) I want • --- •• grapes, 
(d) I love ______ children. But _____ children of this house 
are noisy. 
(e) Have you got _____ book you wanted to bt^. 
(f) I have given him ______ books he wanted, 
(g) I want some butter on potatoes, please pass 
butter over there, 
(h) You have to act according to wishes of your father. 
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After doing the above exercise« yoti have learnt that «i 
can use the article 'the* 
(a) with countables singular and plural. 
(b) with uncountables. 
But 'the' is used to particularize the meaning of a noun or to 
make the meaning definite. Read the following paragraph and see 
where 'th*' is wrongly used: 
The (1) lean dog was wandering in search of the (2) food. 
He met the 13) fat dog. The (4) lean dog made friends 
with the (5) fat dog. (He asked the (6) fat dog, "How 
is it that you are so strong". The (7) fat dog said, 
"I work in ray master's house and get good food". 
Here •the' has wrongly used at places (1) , (2) and (3), The 
Places(i) and (3) should have 'a' because 'the' dogs are not 
particular. 
See the use of 'the' in the following sentences: 
(a) The sun shines brightly, 
(b) The moon did not rise till after ten. 
We have used 'the* before *sun' and 'moon' because these 
unique things in the world. Similarly 'earth* is a unique thing 
so we use 'the* before earth. 
Before things which are unique, i.e.« only one, we use 
'the *• Loot at the sentences t 
(a) The president will come to Bhubaneswar tomorrow. 
(b) The Prime Minister said this. 
In these sentences, we have used 'the' before 'president' 
and 'Prime Minister' to mean 'the' president of India and the 
Prime Minister of India. 
Juat as we use 'the' before unique things, we use 'the' 
before unique persons also. 
Exercise VI 
I. Pill in the blanks with 'a', 'an' or 'the': 
1. Can you count starts in ___^ sky? 
2. Do you know how ___^ eairth was born? 
3, ___^ sun sets in the west. 
4, moon borrows light from sun. 
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5. Who is chief minister of Rajasthan? 
6. He is meaiber of Parliament. 
7. He is member of the Legislative Assembly. 
There are many members of any state assembly or parliament 
but there is only one Chief Minister of the State. So we use 
•the' before Chief Minister or Prime Minster, and 'a* before 
member of Parliament or member of assembly. 
II. Rewrite the sentences, if wrong with correct words. Put a( /) 
if sentence is right. 
a) A sky is blue . 
b) Mrs,Indira Gandhi was a Prime Minister of India . 
c) The shape of the earth is like that of an orange . 
d) Let us write to a Chief Minister of Orrisa for giving 
tis an all-weather road fot the village . 
It is clear that 'the' is used before 'unique things' or 
persons. Generally we do not use 'the* before the names of 
persons or places. But 'the* is used before the names of 
rivers, seas, oceans, groups of islands, mountans, etc. It 
is clear from the following examples) 
(1) The Gopal is a good Boy. 
(2) The Calcutta is a big city. 
We should not use 'the' before Gopal or Calcutta so these 
two sentences are not correct. 
(a) Akbar was a great ruler. 
(b) Bombay is a costly city. 
These sentences are correct . 
(a) The Mahanedi i s a great r iver . 
(b) The Bay of Bengal washes the shores of Orrisa. 
Here a l so , ' the' has used correctly becatise Mahanadi i s 
a name of r iver and Bay of Bengal i s an ocean. 
Exercise VIi 
I. Fill in the blanks where 'the' is necessary. Put a (x) 
if 'the' is not needed): 
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(a) Delhi is Capital of India. 
(b) Bhtibaneswar is capital of Orissa. 
(c) He lives in Jaipur. 
(d) Have you read _______ poems of _______ Jaishankar Prasad? 
(e) Orissa owes a lot to Gopalbandhu. 
II. Write the following sentences by using 'thef. If 
sentence is correct/ put a tick (</ ) . 
(a) Ganga is a holy river. 
(b) Himalayas are to the north of India. 
(c) London is on Thames. 
(d) Andamans belong to India. 
(e) Puri is on Bay of Bengal. 
(f) Shakespeare was a great poet. 
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ANSNER KEY 
CHECK YOUR ANSWERS 
Exercise^l 
1 . Countable nouns are b i r d , roan, teotple, s c h o o l . 
2 . a# b# £ . 
Exercise-II 
1. C - Mango« pen« book# bird, chair, foreigner, man. 
U - Milk, ink, butter, oil, sleep. 
2. (a) Countable, (b) uncountable, (c) countable, 
(d) countable, (e) articles (£) unknown or i ndefinlte. 
Exercise-III 
1. A, A, '..21 A, X, 3. A,X,X, 4. An, A, 5. X, 6. A, 7.X, 
8. A, 9, A,X,X, 10. An, X. 
Exercise-IV 
I . (1) t h e , ( 2 ) , t h e , ( 3 ) , t h e , (4) t h e , (5) A, (6) A, 
(7) t h e , (8) A, t h e , (9) t h e , (10) A, (11) t h e . A, 
(12) an, (13) A, (14) An, A. 
I I . ( t h e , X, (2) t h e , (3) A (4) X (5) the (6) A, the 
Exercise~V 
I . ( i ) A, ( i i ) t h e , ( i i i ) An, ( iv) t h e , (v) A, (vi) the 
II. (a) Articles, (b) definite, indefinite, (c) A, A, A, 
the, the, the, the. A, the, the. 
III. (a) A, A, the. A, (b) The, The, A, (c) X, (d) X, The, 
(e) The (f) The (g) The, The, (h) The. 
Exercise-Vl 
I . (1) The, t h e , (2) t h e , (3) t h e , (4) t h e , t h e , (5) t h e , 
(6) A, (7) A, 
I I . (a) The, sky, (b) the Prime M i n i s t e r . 
Exercise-'VII 
I . (a) X, the (b) X, the (c) X (d) The, X, (e) X, X. 
I I . (a) The Ganga, (b) The Himalayas, (c) The Thames, 
(d) The Andaroans, (e) y (f) On the Bay of Bengal . 
LINEAR PROGRAMMED TEXT 
The Definite Article 
Answer to 2 
count 
i4N^a*<«M**!^ 
Af»wer to 3 
1. We can count certain 'ttiift^a; W© say "one dog", 
"two dogs", "three dog**^ m4 so- on. "One", " two" 
"three" are numbers to~^-~.~. —.....things. 
* Write the missing word in t h * tfeSW s&ntence. 
Answer to 1 
count 
2. We do not say : "One rmlk", " two iwiHcs", "three milks", 
etc. 
Mrll< is a thing which we canno*^~.".^...— 
* Write the missing word in thpatKive sentence. 
3. When we count things we add numbars to them. 
I have two pens. 
My sister has only one pen. 
In the above sentences "one" and " two" are 
to count a „ 
* Write the missing words in the above sentence. 
4. We cannot count certain things. We say "two pens", 
but we do not say "two birtters", or "five teas". 
We do not add any „ to a thing which 
we cannot count. 
* Write the missing wrard in the above sentence. 
Answer to 4 
number 
Answer to 5 
bearable 
Answer to 6 
Countable 
Answer to 7 
count 
5. Books which we are able to read are known as reada-
ble. Scenes which we are able to enjoy are known as 
enjoyable. 
A thing which we are able to bear is called.. 
* Write the missing word in the above sentence. 
6. A thing which we can bear is bearable. Things which 
we can count are — 
* Write the missing word in rtfe above sentence. 
: these nouns are 
, these 
7, "Mango", "egg", "pen", "book" 
countabre nouns becai^e we can 
things. 
* Write the missing word in the above sentence. 
8. "Milk", ;'butter", "ink", "o i l " , "gold", "iron" : these 
nouns are uncountable nouns because we cannot 
.these things. 
* Write the missing word in the above sentence. 
Answer to 8 
count 
Answer to 9 
countable 
Answer to 10 
plural 
9. A thing which is countable may be one or many. We 
can say "two boys", "three boys", or "many boys", 
because we can count the number of boys. 
"Boy" is a noun. 
* Write the missing word in the above sentence. 
10. Countable nouns only can be described in number 
in the following way : 
tngular (one) 
boy 
girl 
• egg 
chair 
a courvtiable 
-
noun:s 
Plural (many) 
boys 
girls 
eggs 
chairs 
form as "tables". 
* Write the missing word in the above sentence. 
11. Unconutable nouns do not have any plural. 
We say "many mangoes", but we do not say "many 
milks". 
The noun "milk" has no plural because it is an. 
noun. • , 
I 
* Write the missing word in the above sentence. 
Answer to 11 
uncountable 
12. Singular (one) 
a. book 
b. fish 
c. ink 
d. ice 
Plural (many 
books 
fislies 
inks 
ices 
Answer to 12 
a, b, f. 
Answea to 13 
bird 
man 
temple 
school 
13". Say which of the fotlowntg worCte- are countable. 
a. bird e". temple 
b. sleep f. school 
c. man g. smoke 
d. dinner h. mutton 
* Tick the right words. 
14. "A" or "An" is used to mean one. 
For example, "A boy is crying in the lane". 
This sentence speaks about one boy who is unknown. 
Sheila wants an apple. 
a. Does she want more than one apple ? 
b. Does she want any particular apple ? 
• Tick the right word in the brackets. 
(Yes;No) 
(Yes/No) 
Answer to 14 
No 
No 
Answer to 15 
cotintable 
Answer to 16 
a, a, one 
Answer to 17 
countable 
plural 
uncountable 
15. 
* 
16. 
* 
17. 
* 
18. 
"A" or "An " is used with nouns in the singular (one) 
number. 
plural. 
Write the missing word in the above sentence. 
Only countable nouns take "a" and ''an". 
boy "in the sense of one boy. "Table" is a countable 
Write the missing words In the above sentence. 
noun. 
Write the missing words in the above sentences. 
Remember : 
a. ONLY Countable Nouns take "a" or ''an". 
b. ONLY Countable Nouns have plurals. 
c. "A", "An " and "The" : these words are known as 
"Articles". 
d. "A" or "An" is used t6 re-fer to ariy/one unknown 
person or thing. 
19. A list of nouns is given here. 
Write C against countable nouns and U against 
uncountable nouns. 
1. mango 7. butter 
2. milk 8. chair 
3. ink 9. oil 
4. pen 10. foreigner 
5. book 11. sleep 
6. bird 12. man 
20. Fill in the blanks. 
Things we can count are known as 
Things we cannot count are known as.. 
21. ONLY nouns take "a" or "an". 
(uncountable/countable) 
ONLY. nouns have plural forms. 
(countable/uncountable) 
* Tick the right word in the brackets. 
22. a. Fill in the blanks. 
"A", "An" and "The" : these words are called. 
(Nouns/PrQoouns/Articles) 
b. "A" and "An" are articles. 
(definite/indefinite) 
Tick the right word in the brackets; 
Answer to 23 
uncountable 
uncountable 
Answer to 24 
b, d 
23. Butter is good foi health. 
Gold is a precious metal. 
In the above sentences the underlined words are 
.nouns. 
"A" or "An" is never used before nouns. 
* Write the missing words in the above sentences. 
24. a. Please give me a money. 
b. Please give me a rupee. 
c. I don't take a sugar. 
d. I eat a cake 
Which of the above sentences are correct ? 
* Tick the right ones. 
25. "Sugar" is a thing which we count; we 
refer to its quantity like "five kilograms of sugar' 
But we count the number of cakes. 
* Supply the missing words. 
Answer to 25 
cannot 
can 
Answer to 25 A. 
No 
Yes 
Answer to 26 
1. a, a 
2. a'x 
3. a, X, X 
4. an, a 
25 A. Are you right.if you say : 
(a) I usually tsik» a milk in the morning. 
Yes/No 
(b) I do not take tea in the morning. 
Yes/No 
26. Add "a" or "an", where necessary. Put a cross (X) 
where no article is needed. 
"1 handkerchief is made of-
piece of cloth. 
2 window is made of glass. 
3 ring is made of .»'- gold and 
27. Add "a" or "an", where necessary. 
Put a cross (X) where no article is used. 
1. r drink milk In the morning. 
2. I drink glass of milk in the morning. 
3. Give me rice only. 
4. Give me plate of rice only. 
5. I want glass of coca cola 
with sugar in it. 
6. I like to have orange instead of 
curd. 
7. Do you take .........sugar in tea? 
Answer to 27 
1. 
a. 
3. 
4. 
^" 
tl 
7. 
X 
a 
X 
a 
a , X. X 
an, X 
X, X 
Answer to 28 
any 
h 
28. Compare the two sentences. 
(a) There is a horee to iJ» garden. 
(b) The horse in the garden iis white. 
In the first sentence we speak about "any single 
horse". 
in the second sentence we speak of a particular horse 
and not horse in general. 
* Supply the missing word. 
29. (a) Do you want a book ? 
(b) Take the book on the table. - -
In the first sentence the words "a book" do not refer 
to a particular or known book. But in the second 
Answer to 29 
particular 
K 
W -
• 
• « 
sentence the words "the book" refer to a. 
book which is on the table. 
• Write the missing word. 
30. Examine the three sentences. 
(a) A wolf came to a stream. 
(b) A lamb also came there. 
(c) A wolf was stronger than a lamb. 
The first two sentences are correct. 
Is the third sentence also correct ? 
.* Tick the right word in the brackets. 
(Yes/No) 
Answer to 30 
No 
Answer to 31 
particular 
Answer to 31 A 
particular 
the 
31. (a) A wolf artd a Iamb came to a stream, 
(b) The woJf was stronger than the Iamb. 
In the second sentence we have used "the" before 
"wolf" and "lamb" because we speak about a particular 
wolf and a p lamb already mentioned in 
the first sentence. 
*• Supply-the-missing wordt 
31 A. We do not use "the" before any wolf or any lamb. 
But before a wolf or lamb which has 
already been mentioned we use ".. 
32. Add "a", "an" or "the", where necessary. 
1 book on that shelf is an interesting 
one. 
2. Let us go to club. 
3 butcher opposite 
community hall sells good meat. 
4 sun rises in the east. 
5 student at the back of the class is doing 
sums. 
6. She is ; charming girl. 
7. I want to talk to... boy of this class. 
8. I want to talk to boy in the blue shirt. 
9. He looks as stupid as owl. 
_ 
An 
1. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
swer to 3 
the 
the 
the. the 
the 
the 
a 
a 
8. the 
9. an 
Answer to 33 -^ ^ 
particular 
particular 
33. (a) A boy and a girl are going to the fair, 
(b) The girl is the boy's sister. 
We have used "the" before the words "boy" and "gir l" 
because we are referring to a girl and a 
—•• boy already mentioned in the first 
sentence. 
* Supply the right words. 
34. You have already learnt that ."a" or "an" is used with 
countable nouns to mean any one in general. 
"The" is also used with countable nouns. But "the" is 
used to mean somebody or something.-. 
and not anybody or anything in general. 
* Supply the missing word. 
Answer to 34 
particular >• 
35. We count the countable nouns in number. 
We measure the uncountable nouns in 
q - -
Answer to 35 
^quantity 
36. See that "a" is wrongly used in the following sentences. 
1. A milk is good for health. 
2. A tea is stimulating. 
Indefinite article " a " or "an" be used 
with uncountable nouns. 
"Milk" and "tea" are .nouns. 
* Supply the missing words. 
__ « - -
/ 
AnsWer to 36 
cannot 
uncountable 
Answer to 37 
uncountable 
countable 
"a" or, "an" 
countable 
37. 1. A gfass of milk every day is good for health. 
2. A cup of tea after hard work is stimulating. 
In the above sentences the indefinite articfe " a " is 
rightly used. Here we have used "a" with "glass" 
(tumbler) and "cup" which are countables. "Milk" 
and "tea" are nouns, but "cup" and "glass" 
are nouns. We can use 
before nouns only. 
* Supply the missing words. 
38. Add "a" , "an" or "the" where necessary. Put a cross 
where no article is needed. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
water. 
water in the pitcher was at a low level. 
Answer to 38 
1. the, X 
2. the 
3. a 
4. X 
5. the 
6. a, the 
39. Fill in the blanks with "a" , "an" or "the", where 
necessary. 
1. There is fly in 
2. Birds can fly in ..sky. 
3 postman wears a cap. 
4 postman has just put. 
letter under door. 
.tea. 
X-u 
Answer to 39 
1. a, the 
2. the 
3. a 
4. the, a, the 
39A. Fill in the blanks wi th "a", " a n " or " the" , where 
necessary. 
1. .umbreira is useless against. 
Answer to 39 A 
V 
- . 2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
an, a 
the 
an 
a 
the 
the 
storm. 
2. We reached there late in afternoon. 
3. She is... untidy girl. 
4. Write an essay on street accident. 
5. Tell him about ,;..accident that took place 
last evening. 
6. Keep off grass while you are in the 
garden. 
40. Remember : 
(a) "A " , " A n " are i nde f i n i t e articles. ' 
"The" is a de f i n i t e a r t i c le . 
(b) " A " or " a n " is used wi th countable nouns in 
singular number. " A " or " a n " is never used 
w i t h uncoun tab le nouns^ 
(c) "The" is used with b o t h coun tab le and u n c o u n -
tab le nouns; both in singular and p lu ra l of the 
countable nouns. 
(d) We use " the " before a word in the sense of a 
pa r t i cu l a r person or thing. 
4 1 . Add " a " , " a n " or " the" , where necessary. 
1. The sale of cake depends on its taste 
2 cake you are eating was made for the 
Chief Guest. 
n 
3 "..~..apple is very good to eat. 
4- Eat apple your mother is giving; don't 
ask for any other. 
5. Rahul wants ^.story-book for the evening. 
6 book be wants is out of print. 
42. (a) The words "a" , "an" and "the" are 
(b) "The" is a ~.3rtic{e while "a" and "an" 
are indefinite articles. 
* Supply the missing vmtiiisih the above sentences. 
43. The definite article "the" is used when we speak of a 
person or thing alr«ady referred to or mentioned 
previously. 
Add the correct word : 
man and boy were going along 
road. .- road was dusty. 
man was pushing ,....™boy along ; 
road on toy bi<?ycle bicycle 
belonged to „ ~.tK>y's sister. 
IH 
44. Add "a/an" or "the", where necessary. 
1. His sister is..- teacher. 
She is ill and needs treatment. 
He goes to doctor. 
..... doctor says it ts.^  .-hopeless case. 
2 - man who sits w i — donkey is 
" fool. 
Answer to 44 
1. a, a, the, a 
2. the, the, a 
Answer to 45 
1 . X 
2. X, the 
3. the 
4. the 
45. Add "the" where necessary. Put a cross where "the" 
is not needed. 
1. I want ~ grapes. 
2. I love children. Biit~. children of 
this house are noisy. 
3. Have you got ™book you wanted to buy ? 
4. I have given him books he wanted. 
46. Add "the" where necessary. Put a cross where "the" 
is not used. 
1. I want some butter on ^.potatoes. Please 
pass butter over there. 
2 mutton bought for today's feast is stale. 
Send for man. 
3. If wishes were horses 
beggars might ride. 
4. You have to act according to wishes of 
your'father. 
Answer to 46 
1. the, the 
2. the, the 
'3 . X, X, X 
4. the 
^T. Now you have learnt that we can use the definite' 
• article "the" 
(a) with countables singular and plural; 
(b) with uncountables. 
But "the"-is used to particularise the meaning 
of a noun or to make the meaning definite^. 
"A" or "an" is used 
(a) With nouns in.».-.. - number; 
(b) Never with „™.;«.nounsr 
(c) Never with nouns tn...—, —number. 
* Supply the missing wOrds, 
Answer to 47 
(a) countable 
singular 
(b) uncountable 
(c) piural 
Answer to 48 
1 . X 
2. X 
3. X 
48.^ Look at the following paragraph. . "The" is wrongly 
49. 
used at some places. Put a cross where it is wrongly 
used. 
The (1) lean dog was wandering in search of The (2) 
food. He met the (3) fat dog. The {4) lean dog made 
friends with the (5) fat dog. He asked the (6) fat 
dog, "How is it that you are so strong ?" The (7) fat 
dog said, "1 work in my master's house and get good 
food". 
• Fill in the blanks with "the", "a " or "an", as 
suitable. 
1 lean dog was wandering in search 
of food. 
2. He met fat dog. 
tc 
3. ..«.^..~..-tean dog wondered at. 
health of .fat dog. 
4. He asked fat dog, "How is it that you 
are so strong ?" 
5. At that time wotf came that way. 
6. Both lean dog and, fat dog 
Answer to 49 
1. A 
2. e 
3. Tfie, the, the 
4. the 
5. a 
6. the. the, a 
Answer to 50 
'^the 
the 
50. 
* 
1 
50 
hid themselves behind ........'.^..•.btg tree. 
Examine the use of "the" in the following sentences. 
The sun shines brightly. 
Th^ moon did not rise tiH after ten. 
• 
We have used before'*sun" and "moon" 
because there is no second sun &t moon in the sky. 
Before things which are unique (there is only one) we 
Supply the missing words. 
A. Before unique things uie use "the". 
The earth is a unique thing because there are 
"earth". 
»"? 
18 
Ansiuer to 50 A* 
the 
Answer to 51 
1. the, the 
2. the 
3. the 
4. the, the 
Answer to 52 
the 
unique 
51. Fill in the blanks with "a/an" or "the". 
1. Can you count stars in sky ? 
2. Do you know how earth was born ? 
3. sun sets in the west. 
4. ...moon borrows light from sun. 
52. Look at the sentences. 
1. The President will come to Bhubaneswar 
tomorrow. .—^  
2. The Prime Minister said this. 
In the above sentences we have used before, 
"President" and "Prime Minister" to mean "the Presi-
dent of India" and "the Prime Minister of India". 
Just as we use " the" before unique things, we use 
"the" before persons also. 
53. Look at the sentence. 
The Chief Minister will d'S^tribute the prizes. 
There should be "A" in place of "The" before "Chief 
Minister". 
* Right cr wrong ? 
^nswer to,53* 
wrong 
Answer to 53 A 
the 
a 
Answer to 53 B 
53 A. Fill in the blante. . 
1. Who is..~ Chief Miniter of Rajasthan ' 
2. He is « .....Member of the Parliament. 
3. He is....» ~ ^Member of the Legislative 
- Assembly. 
53 B, There are many members of any State Assembly °' 
^ _^ the Parliament. But we have always one (only ori®) 
Chief Minister or Prime Minister. 
That is why we use ..^.before "Ch'^^ 
Minister" or "Prime Minister";-and..., — ' • 
' before "Member of the Parliament" '-or Member °^ 
the Assembly". 
54. Rewrite the sentences, if wrong, with correct 
words. Put a tick if a sentence is right. 
1. A sky is blue 
2- Mrs. Indira Gandhi is a Prime Minister of \nd^^' 
3. The shape of the earth is like that of an oran9e-
A. Let us write to a Chief -Minister of Orissa for givinQ 
us an all-weather road for the village •••• 
* Write your answer in the blank space. 
20 
Answer to 54 
1. The Sky 
2. the Prime 
Minister 
3. V 
4. the Chief 
Minister. 
Answer to 55 
unique 
55. 
*. 
56'. 
persons or things. 
Supply the missing word. 
This is not correct to say : 
The Gopal is a good boy. 
The Calcutta is a big city. 
We do not use " the" before names of persons or 
Answer to 55 
not 
"the" 
Answer to 57' 
Wfono 
places. "Calcutta" is the name of a place (town); so 
we should...... use before "Calcutta". 
Supply the missing words. 
57. Examine these sentences : 
Akbar was a great ruler. 
Rabindranath was a great po6t. 
Bombay is a costly city. 
We should use "the" before Akbar, 
Rabindranath and Bombay. 
* Right or wrong ? 
58. Fill in the blanks with "the", where necessary. Put a 
cross if "the" is not needed. 
1 Delhi is , ...capital of India. 
2 Bhubaneswar is capital of 
Orissa. 
21 
\nswer to 58 
. X, the 
I X, the 
J. X 
k the, X 
i. X, X 
3. He lives in Jaipur. 
4. Have you read ....poems of 
Jai Shankar Prasad ? 
5 Orissa owes a lot to 
Gopabandhu. 
59. (a) NormallY "the" is used before the names 
of persons and places. 
(b) But "the" is used before the names of rivers, 
seas, oceans, groups of islands, mountain 
ranges, etc. 
Example : The Mahanadi is a big river. 
IVIahanadi is the name of a ; so we 
use... before "Mahandi". 
* Supply the missing words. 
Answer to 59 
a) not 
b) river, "the" oceans. 
60. (a) "Indian Ocean" is the name of an ocean 
We use... before names of 
(b) Is the following sentence correct ? 
The Bay of Bengal washes the shores of Orissa, 
Yes/No 
* Supply tFie missing »vord 'a (a). Tick the correct word 
in (b). 
Answer to 60 
(a) " the" 
(b) Yes 
&T. Add " the" where necessary. Put a tick where th 
sentence is correct. Write your answer in the spec 
provided under each sentence. 
1. Ganga is a holy river. 
2. Himalayas are to the north of India. 
3. Shakespeare was a great poet. 
4. London is on Thames. 
5. Andamans belong to India. 
6. Puri is on Bay of Bengal. 
Answer to &¥" 
1. The Ganga 
2. The Himalayas 
3. V 
4. on the Thames 
5. The Andamans 
6. on the Bay of 
Bengal 
